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Abstract
The aim and objectives of this work is the development of a three dimensional graphene foam
(GF) electrode for energy storage applications and study the electrochemical properties of the
electrodes modified with different metal/metal oxides nanostructures. The GF was
synthesised by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and various metal/metal oxides were
grafted on the surface of the GF by various method such as microwave irradiation (MW),
aqueous chemical growth (ACG), successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) and
reflux method. The interaction and formation mechanism between the GF and the
metal/metal oxides nanostructures were all discussed. The obtained composite materials were
characterized by Raman spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning and transmission
electron microscopy (SEM and TEM). The composite materials synthesised revealed
different morphologies as seen by the different characterization techniques. The major
interest in the GF for electrochemical capacitors is due to its unique structure, good
conductivity and large surface area which offer the possibility for deposition/adsorption of
metal/metal oxides for practical applications. The composite synthesised were all investigated
as electrode for electrochemical capacitors in different electrolytes and tested with different
operating voltages vs silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl). The electron kinetics of the composite
materials was studied and all show excellent electrochemical performance. All the results
have clearly shown and demonstrated the great potential of three dimensional composite
based novel electrode materials for energy storage applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Due to rapid depletion and high, consumption of fossil fuels and other natural resources there
has been increased development and investigation of renewable and clean energy
conversion/storage technology that can meet present energy and power consumption
demands. Meanwhile, conventional energy storage devices like batteries which have high
energy density with relatively low power output and conventional capacitors with low energy
output and high power densities are not capable of meeting the increase in energy demand of
future systems. In order to make effective use of renewable energy technology, it is important
to develop high-performance, low-cost and environmental-friendly energy conversion and
storage technology. Fuel cells and electrochemical capacitors are promising systems for
future electrochemical energy conversion and storage [1–3]. However, the performance of
these systems is related to the material properties. Therefore improving and optimizing the
properties of these materials for energy storage technologies has become essential recently in
scientiﬁc communities.
Electrochemical capacitors (ECs) also known as supercapacitors or ultracapacitors are
promising alternative energy storage systems due to their relatively fast rate of energy storage
and delivery, high power density and long cycle stability compared to batteries. Thus ECs
have already been regarded as the suitable solution for energy storage applications [3–10].
Furthermore, signiﬁcant progress has been made in developing alternative technologies to
harvest and use clean and sustainable energy including solar energy, wind power, biofuels,
and hydrogen in concomitance with clean energy technologies, such as fuel cells and lithiumion batteries. Although these types of energy sources have played a major role in the past,
1

new technology is progressing to make alternative energy more practical and cost effective.
Carbon based materials have been playing a signiﬁcant role in the development of alternative
clean and sustainable energy technology (batteries, supercapacitors, and fuel cells) due to
their unique properties which includes high surface area, electrical conductivity, chemical
stability and low cost [11–17].

Recently, looking back on the “gold digging days” of graphene [18] research with many lowscientific outputs we will be able to make a strong assessment (compared to “fullerene-rush”
or “nanotube excitement” days that today’s research have led to some important outcomes,
but are not considered fruitful. Graphene has been touted as an ideal carbon electrode
material for supercapacitor due to its large theoretical speciﬁc surface area (SSA), high
electrical conductivity, good mechanical properties and chemical stability [7,18–20]. An
electrode material’s storage capacity is based on its interfacial double-layer capacitance
(uF/cm2) and its surface area (m2/g). For high surface area materials such as graphene, it is
critical to understand the components that affect interfacial capacitance resulting in charges
that can be stored. It has been reported that interfacial capacitance for high surface area
carbons has a space charge component [21]. Was also shown by the same authors that the
development of higher surface area graphene materials alone will not be sufﬁcient for the
further increases in performance; hence modiﬁcation of the properties will also be required
[21]. Therefore it will be interesting to develop composite materials of graphene with high
surface area as electrode materials.

1.1

General motivation

As mentioned earlier, graphene a two dimensional allotrope of carbon discovered in 2004 by
A. K. Geim and K. S. Novoselov won the noble price in physics 2010 has emerged and
possesses a wealth of new physics and many fascinating properties such as high electrical
2

conductivity and theoretical high surface area (2630 m2 g-1) which makes it an excellent
material for ECs applications [7]. Composite materials of graphene have also revealed
numerous possibilities for ECs [22]. Depending on the method of production, the final
properties of the produced graphene is usually affected [23]. To date, chemical modifications
by Hummers method has been widely studied for the production of graphene. This method
involves oxidation of graphite to graphene oxide (GO) and then subsequently reducing it to
graphene [24–26]. However, the final products are often defective leading to inferior
electronic properties of the graphene obtained. Although the theoretical SSA of a single-layer
graphene can reach 2630 m2 g-1, one critical problem is the restacking of graphene sheets
during electrode preparation leading to low electrochemical performance. This work is an
attempt to develop high performance graphene based composite electrode materials that
prevent restacking of the sheets; In particular we focus on chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
as an alternative approach for production of three dimensional graphene (graphene foam)
which exhibits improved electronic properties when compared to GO and pristine graphene
samples. These 3D graphene has a unique structure, well developed surfaces which play
significant role in the development of composite materials. The various techniques for
preparation of composite electrodes modified with metal oxide nanostructure are created in
attempt to improve electrochemical performance. We believe the CVD technique is a method
that can easily be scaled up for production of graphene if fully optimized.

1.2

Aims and objectives

The objectives of this research work are as follows:
•

Preparation of a 3D graphene foam samples using a CVD system.

3

•

Development of 3D graphene/metal oxides composite using different techniques such
hydrothermal microwave irradiation, aqueous chemical growth, refluxing and
investigate the formation mechanism of the various composites materials.

•

Investigation of the morphological and microstructure composite with techniques
such as Raman spectroscopy, energy dispersive x-ray (EDX), field emission-electron
microscopy (FESEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and x-ray diffraction
(XRD.

•

Investigation of capacitance performance/behaviour of 3D graphene/metal oxides
composite electrodes by understanding the principle of its charge storage mechanism
and the bonding properties between the graphene and each of the metal oxide
material.

This work is divided into six chapters: Chapter 1 and 2 present’s an introduction and
literature review on ECs. Chapter 3 presents the experimental techniques while chapter 4 will
deal with results and discussion. A summary of conclusions from each experimental result
will be presented in chapter 5, while chapter 6 contains details of future work to be performed
on the 3D graphene foam. Most importantly, we have been able to show that the nickel foam
could be an excellent material for ECs application. We have also demonstrated improved
energy density with the introduction of various pseudocapacitive materials into the 3D
network of the graphene which serves as an excellent platform for adhesion and integration of
these materials.

4
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1

The basic principle of electrochemical capacitors

Electrochemical capacitors (ECs) are energy storage devices like batteries, but uses different
storage mechanisms. Batteries store energy chemically (bulk phenomenon), while ECs store
energy physically through dielectric polarization or electronic double layer of ions and
electron (surface phenomenon) [1–4]. Using chemical storage allows batteries to store
relatively large amounts of energy compared with ECs, but have relatively short cycle
lifetime, slow power delivery or uptake and thermal management are issues related with
batteries. ECs are power devices that can be fully charged or discharged in seconds; as a
consequence, they have low energy density than batteries, but have a much higher power
delivery or uptake that can be achieved in shorter times [1]. Figure 2.1 is the Ragone plot
which shows the various comparisons within the energy systems. It shows that batteries
usually exhibit higher energy densities compared to ECs but have low power densities.

7

Figure 2.1
shows the plot of power against energy density for different energy systems.
Extracted from reference 18

2.2

Principle of energy storage

2.2.1 Energy storage mechanism of electrical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs).
Generally ECs can be classified into two types based on their energy storage mechanism:
pseudocapacitor which is due fast and reversible redox processes and electric double-layer
capacitor from pure electrostatic charge accumulation at the electrode interface as shown in
figure 2.2. ECs can be viewed as two reactive porous parallel plates, or electrodes, immersed
in an electrolyte, with a voltage potential applied across the two collectors. A porous
dielectric separator between the two electrodes prevents the charge from moving between the
two electrodes. A schematic diagram of porous electrodes and electrolytic solution is shown
in figure 2.3.

8

Figure 2.2

Classification of electrochemical capacitors

Figure 2.3
Principle of an electrochemical capacitor (charged and discharge states of an
electric double layer capacitor).
During the process of charging, the electrons are supplied by an external power source from
the negative electrode to the positive electrode. Within the electrolyte, cations move towards
the negative electrode while anions move towards the positive electrode. During the
discharge the reverse process takes place i. e. electrons move from the negative electrode to
9

the positive electrode through the load, and ions are released from the electrode surface and
moved back into the electrolyte. As observed from the overall reaction, the salt (C+A-) in the
electrolyte is consumed during charge, therefore the electrolyte can be considered as an active
material [5]. However, in an ideal ECs system, there is no charge transfer across the
electrode/electrolyte interface, and no net ion exchanges occur between the electrode and the
electrolyte. This implies that the total/bulk electrolyte concentration remains unchanged
during the charging and discharging processes [6]. Therefore at the interface the local
concentration of ions may vary [7]. The electrochemical processes (charging and discharging)
for a double-layer capacitor can thus be expressed as [5,6,8]:

On positive electrode:

E s1 + A − charging
 → E s1+ //A − + e −

(2.1a)

E s1 + A − + e − dischargin
 g → E s1 + A −

(2.1b)

On negative electrode:

E s2 + C + + e − charging
 → E s1− //C +

(2.1c)

E s2 + C + dischargin
 g → E s2 + C + + e −

(2.1d)

And the overall charging and discharging process can be expressed as equation (2.2a) and
(2.2b):

E s1 + E s2 + A − + C + charging
 → E s1− //A − + E s2 //C +

(2.2a)

E s1+ //A + + E s2− //C + charging
 → E s1 + E s2 + A − + C +

(2.2b)

Where Es1 and Es2 designates the surface of the carbon electrode, // designates the doublelayer where charges accommodate, and C+ and A- are known as the cations and anions of the
electrolyte, respectively. Each electrode can be treated as a single capacitor of capacitance
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(C1) or (C2) which supposed to be a simple proportional increase to the surface area A of the
electrode/electrolyte interface and to the electrolyte permittivity ε. “However, several authors
observed signiﬁcant deviations from this simple law, which were interpreted either as an ion
size eﬀect or non-accessibility of small micropores from the electrolyte”. The capacitance
limitation can be ascribed to a space constriction for charge accommodation inside the pore
walls [9]. They store energy at the electrode-electrolyte interface through reversible ion
adsorption onto the surface of electrode, thus charging the so-called ‘double-layer
capacitance’.
This double-layer capacitance, was first coined and modelled by Helmholtz in the 19th
century and later modified by Gouy & Chapman and Stern & Geary, [10–12] is schematically
shown in figure 2.4. They have suggested that the presence of a diffuse layer in the
electrolyte is due to the accumulation of ions close to the surface of electrode which is
basically the difference with batteries, since no redox reaction is involved and the charge is
stored only on the surface of the electrode material.

Figure 2.4

Models of EDL at a positively charged surface: (a) the Helmholtz model, (b)

the Gouy–Chapman model, and (c) the Stern model, (from ref 4).
11

The Helmholtz double layer model states that two layers of opposite charges form at the
electrode/electrolyte interface and are separated by an atomic distance which is similar to that
of a conventional two parallel capacitors [4]. Later on, this model was modified by Gouy and
Chapman based on a continuous distribution of electrolyte ions in the electrolyte solution,
governed by thermal motion [10,11], which was referred to as the diffuse layer figure 2.4b.
However, this model leads to overestimation of the capacitance and was also modified by
Stern [12] who proposed a model which combined the Helmholtz model and the GouyChapman models. He explicitly identified two regions of ion distribution namely, the inner
region called the compact layer and the diffuse layer (see figure 2.4c). The capacitance is
defined according to conventional capacitance as

C=

εε o A
d

(2.3)

where ε is the dielectric constant or permittivity of electrolyte, εo is the permittivity of freespace (8.854X10-12 F m-l), A is the surface area and d the distance between the centre of the
ion and the porous electrode surface. The total EDL (CT) capacitance is controlled by a
combination of capacitance from both regions at the electrode/electrolyte interface
represented as a series of CQ and CD, according to the equation:

1
1
1
=
+
CT CQ C D

(2.4)

where CQ is the compact layer and CD is the diffusion layer. With the CQ and CD values
calculated above, CT can be estimated as a function of applied potential ϕa (with respect to the
potential of the bulk electrolyte, i.e., ϕa = ϕG+ϕD). The relationship between CQ and CD with
ϕa was obtained through σ; using CQ/CD α σ ϕG/ϕd. The CT curve is U-shaped, in direct
contrast to the bell-shaped CD curve as shown in figure 2.3 (b) this is apparently attributed to
the dominance of CQ when ϕa is sufﬁciently small (|ϕa| < 1.0 V). With increasing ϕa, the
12

contribution of CD becomes important. Quantum capacitance may also be a limiting factor to
performance of the double layer. The quantum capacitance of graphene is defined as CQ =
dσ/dϕG, where dσ and dϕG refer to the variations of charge density and local potential in
carbon materials for example graphene [13]. The factors that determine the performance and
behavior of a double-layer across the surface of electrode are the type of electrode material,
the type of electrolyte, the affinity between the ions and the electrode surface area.

To enhance the capacitance performance of a double layer capacitor, it is necessary to use
electrically

conducting

electrodes

with

high

specific

surface

area,

which

are

electrochemically stable and highly conductive. Carbonaceous material such as activated
carbon and carbide-derived carbons possess most of the requirements for this purpose [14].
Surface area is generally increased by the development of porosity in the bulk of carbon
materials, leading to a porous network. However, the capacitance increase was limited for
most porous carbonaceous materials. Nevertheless, from series of experiments performed for
activated carbon materials with different pore sizes distribution, in various electrolytes, it was
shown that there is no direct linear relationship between the specific surface area and the
capacitance [9,15]. which could be due to charge screening, ion size eﬀect or nonaccessibility of small micropores from the electrolyte, electrochemical doping of density of
states and quantum capacitance [9,15] .
A porous network in carbon material can be produced by processes known as activation and
template carbonization to produce carbonaceous material with exceptionally large specific
surface area and finely tuned porosity [16]. This porous network structure of carbon can be
characterized by a broad distribution of pore size such as micropores (<2 nm in size),
mesopores (2–50 nm) and macropores (>50 nm) which can be created in carbon grains.
Longer activation time or higher temperature leads to larger mean pore size. For activated
carbon (AC) specific capacitance values ranges from 100 to 200 F g-1 in aqueous medium and
13

from 80 to 100 F g-1 in organic medium [17]. A typical cyclic voltammogram of a twoelectrode EDLC laboratory cell is presented in figure 2.5. Its rectangular shape is
characteristic of a pure double layer capacitance storage mechanism [18]:

Figure 2.5
Typical cyclic voltammetry diagram for an EDLCs carbon electrodes
(Extracted from 57)
The capacitance of an EDLC can be obtained from the expression below:
I = C×

dV
dt

(2.5)

where Ι is the current, (dV/dt) is the potential scan rate and C is the double layer capacitance.
The energy density of the electrode material is determined from the specific capacitance of
the electrode and the operating voltage according to equation 2.6 [19]. The specific
capacitance describes the charge density per unit voltage and per unit weight or volume of the
active material on single electrode.

1
E e = Csp V 2
8

(2.6)
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While the maximum energy (W h kg-1) and power (W kg-1) of the cell is related to the
capacitance (C) and voltage (V) by Eqn. 2.7a and 2.7b below, respectively.

E max =

1
CV 2
2 × 3600 M

(2.7a)

Pmax =

V2
4 × (ESR) × M

(2.7b)

where Csp is the specific capacitance, C is the capacitance of the cell in farads, V is the
voltage (volts) and M is the total active material weight on the two electrodes and ESR is the
equivalent series resistance.

The energy and power values are usually normalized by the mass or volume of the device or
the electrode (it is very important to distinguish between those) to obtain energy and power
densities as shown in equation 2.7. The capacitance depends on the electrode material used
and stability of the operating voltage in different electrolyte. The maximum operating voltage
is mainly limited by the decomposition of the solvent or the salt in the electrolyte. As
observed from equation 2.7 both the power and energy density are dependent on the voltage
thus the use of high-capacitive materials with a very large potential window is a key factor
for the improvement in the energy density.

The performance of supercapacitor is mainly evaluated based on their charge storage
mechanism, power density, energy density, fast charge/discharge processes, excellent
cyclability, safe operation and low cost. The fundamental aspects and features that
differentiate supercapacitors from batteries are discussed below.

Charge storage: charges are stored at the surface of the carbon-active material for ECs,
where as in batteries the charge is stored in the bulk of the material (in the chemical bonds)
via electrochemical redox reactions. This surface storage phenomenon explains the low
15

energy density of the supercapacitors when compared with Li-ion batteries. Nevertheless, this
storage mechanism also allows a very fast delivery of the stored charges. Thus, EC devices
can deliver most of the stored energy in a short time; about 5 seconds the entire process is
reversible and energy update can be achieved within the same period of time [14,20].
Cycling stability: Cycling performance of ECs is not limited or affected by the volume
change of the active electrode material between the charged and the discharged states (no
ageing effect) contrary to batteries. For an electrostatic and surface charge storage process,
the faradic efficiency or Columbic efficiency (discharge time per charge time at the same
current) of ECs is almost 100 per cent, which is higher compared to that of batteries [20].
Low temperature operation: Working temperature in ECs is different from that of batteries
since there is no limitation in the choice of solvent, as no carbonate is needed [14,21]. The
use of electrolyte such as acetonitrile (AN) guarantees an operation at temperatures down to 40 oC although with degrading performances. For ionic liquid electrolytes operating at
maximum voltage of 3.5 V an unprecedented 130 oC (from -50 to 80 oC) temperature window
can be attained [22]. Maximum temperature is in the same range as that of batteries, i.e. +70
o

C. This limitation is a result of electrolyte decomposition onto the high-surface-area carbon

electrodes as well as of carbon oxidation [20].

2.2.2 The energy storage mechanism of pseudo-capacitance.
Double layer capacitors are complemented by capacitors based on pseudocapacitance, which
arises in some electro-sorption processes and in redox reaction at electrode surfaces. In
contrast with double layer capacitance which arises from potential-dependence of surface
density and stores charges electrostatically (non-Faradaic); pseudocapacitance arises from
thermodynamic conditions and is due to charge acceptance ( ∆ q) and a change in voltage ( ∆
V) [1]. It is Faradaic in origin, involving the passage of charges across the double layer so
that a derivative C = d (∆q) (d∆V ) is equivalent to the measured capacitance and referred to
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as pseudocapacitance. Three types of Faradaic processes occur for pseudocapacitors namely:
reversible adsorption, redox reactions of transition metal oxides, and reversible
electrochemical doping and undoping in polymer based electrodes [1]. The most commonly
studied materials for the pseudocapacitor electrodes are transition metal oxides [4,6,23,24],
conducting polymers [25–28], transition metal nitrides [29,30] and carbon materials enriched
with oxygen/nitrogen containing functional groups [31–33]. In contrast to the mechanism of
an EDLC, Faradaic charge transfer takes place in the pseudocapacitor electrode. However,
pseudo-capacitance has demonstrated extended working voltage and can provide higher
capacitance than EDLCs. The major disadvantage of the pseudocapacitive system is their
surface which are higher affine to degradation and redox-dependent solid state kinetics,
leading to low power performance due to poor electrical conductivity and lack of stability
during cycling, compared to pure EDLCs systems [4].

The most representative electrode materials for pseudocapacitance are transition metal
oxides. RuO2 and RuO2 xH2O have been studied extensively and shown to exhibit a much
higher speciﬁc capacitance (720 F g-1). This has been attributed to the mixed proton-electron
conductivity within RuO2 xH2O [34]. The electrochemical reaction mechanism for RuO2
electrodes can be expressed as [1,5]:
Positive electrode
HRuO 2 ↔ H1− δ RuO 2 + δH + + δe −

(2.8a)

Negative electrode
HRuO 2 + δH + + δe − ↔ H1− δ RuO 2

(2.8b)

Overall reaction
HRuO 2 + HRuO 2 ↔ H1− δ RuO 2 + H1− δ RuO 2

(2.9)

where 0<δ<1, RuO2 and HRuO2 are representative of both the positive and the negative
electrodes at fully charged states, respectively. HRuO2 represents electrodes which are at the
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fully discharged state. As observed, electrons travel through the external power source while
protons migrate from one electrode to another during the charge and the discharge process.
Nevertheless, there is no net ion exchange between the electrode and the electrolyte. The
concentration of the electrolyte may vary due to some polarization, some formation of EDL
and presence of redox reactions during the entire charge and discharge process which is the
reverse phenomenon in double-layer capacitor.
The excellent and superior electrochemical performance of RuO2 xH2O materials is related to
its porous architecture, its high metallic conductivity as well as hydrous nature. As seen from
the overall reaction, the reversible redox transitions depends on both proton exchange and
electron-hopping processes [6]. The hydrous nature of RuO2 xH2O ensures a high rate of
proton exchange. Because of their porous architecture and design, they have been
demonstrated as promising electrode materials for energy storage. However, due to the high
cost of RuO2 it has been limited for actual practical applications. As an alternative, signiﬁcant
eﬀort have been put into developing cheaper and environmentally friendly materials that
exhibit similar excellent properties to that of RuO2. Alternative materials such as NiO, MnO2,
Fe2O3, Fe3O4, SnO2, and Co3O4 have all been explored and will be explained in section 2.8.3.

2.3

Testing an electrochemical cell

For fundamental studies and research purposes, the performance of single electrode, can be
investigated using the conventional three-electrode cell configuration which is suitable and
comprises of working, counter and reference electrodes. Depending on the electrolyte being
used, various counter and reference electrodes can be used. For example in acidic electrolyte,
the counter electrode material can be a platinum or glassy carbon, and the reference electrode
is a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) or a silver/silver chloride electrode (Ag/AgCl). In
neutral electrolyte solutions, basically the same conﬁguration is used but nickel can be used
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for a collector and the counter electrode. In alkaline aqueous solutions, a mercury/mercury
oxide electrode (Hg/HgO) is used as the reference electrode. For non-aqueous electrolyte
solutions the choice of reference electrode depends on the electrolyte to be investigated
[35,36].

2.4

Fabrication of cell for a two electrode configuration

The preparation of cell device requires the active working electrode material such as,
activated carbons (ACs), CNTs and graphene, which are usually mixed with a conductive
agent, e.g., acetylene black and carbon black, and a binder, e.g., poly(tetraﬂuoroethylene)
(PTFE) or poly(vinylidene ﬂuoride) (PVDF), followed by rolling to ﬁlm or forming a tablet
using a compression moulding press, and then by pressing onto a collector mesh or foil. The
electrode thickness is a few tens micrometres to sub-millimetres depending on the active
materials used taking into account of the actual application. The mass of active materials in
the electrode must be known and preferably the electrode volume should be measured.

In a two-electrode cell configuration the energy density, the power density and the cycle life
of the cell are evaluated to determine the performance cell. Normally two same working
electrodes are set across a separator, and the potential difference between the two is
monitored and controlled. In a two-electrode configuration the cell capacitance measured in F
g-1 is theoretically 1/4 of the single electrode capacitance measured in a three-electrode cell
[37]. This capacitance value is based on the sum of active materials in both electrodes. The
factor of 1/4 adjusts the capacitance of the cell and the combined mass of two electrodes to
the capacitance and mass of a single electrode. If volume is more important for the targeted
application, the electrode material’s volume may be substituted for mass [37].
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It is worth stating that the capacitance of single electrode measured in a two-electrode cell
does not coincide with that in a three-electrode cell because of various factors, such as the
difference in sizes between the solvated cation and anion, the different potential changes of
positive and negative electrodes during charge/discharge measurements.

2.5

Evaluation of electrode material for electrochemical capacitors

The performance of the electrode is evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic
chronopotentiometry (GCP) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)

2.5.1 Cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic chronopotentiometry (GCP)
Material capacitance measurements can be done by making a slurry and coating it on a
current collector, then measure this electrode in a chosen electrolyte using electrochemical
cyclic voltammetry (CV) to record cyclic voltammograms of the material, from which the
capacitance can be calculated (see figure 2.6). This can be measured either in the two or three
electrode configuration.

Figure 2.6 Cyclic voltammetry of a typical pseudocapacitor. (Extracted from ref.2)
In this case a voltage is swept between two values at a ﬁxed rate, when the voltage reaches V2
the scan is reversed and the voltage is swept back to V1. The entire process has a mole
fraction expressed as x = QM mF . Here Q is the stored charge, M is the molecular weight, m
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is the mass, and F is the Faraday constant. The area under the CV curves represents the total
amount of stored charge which arises from both faradaic and nonfaradaic processes. During
faster sweep rates, only the highest intensity part of the storage transient is collected and so
larger peaks are observed. With decreasing sweep rate, the total amount of stored charge
increases which indicates that full storage has not been achieved due to kinetic limitations
associated with the diffusion of material being investigated. The mole fraction of inserted
material typically reaches a value of close to 0.5 when the lattice of the positive ion is fully
lithiated which corresponds to a speciﬁc charge capacity. The total stored charge cane be
separated into three components: the faradaic contribution from the positive ion insertion
process, the faradaic contribution from the charge transfer process with surface atom
(referred to as pseudocapacitance) [38] and the nonfaradaic contribution from the doublelayer effect. The latter two capacitive components cannot be separated and were
characterized by analyzing the CV data at various sweep rates according to i = avb where the
measured current i obeys a power law relationship with the sweep rate ν. Both a and b are
adjustable parameters, with b-values determined from the slope of the plot of log i vs log ν
[38]. For a reversible electrochemical reaction the CV recorded has certain well deﬁned
characteristics.

1. The voltage separation between the anodic and cathodic current peaks should be close
2. The positions of peak voltage do not alter as a function of voltage scan rate
3. The ratio of the peak currents is equal to one
4. The peak currents are proportional to the square root of the scan rate
When the capacitance is simply originated from EDL, CV curves is rectangular and the
capacity is estimated from the current density at the middle point of the potential range
measured, I, and the potential scan rate, ν, that is, C = I/ν. The potential range, V, is
dependent on the electrolyte solution. When a pseudocapacitive material is used instead, the
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potential for capacitance calculation should be chosen carefully because the CV curve is not
always rectangular, it shows the oxidation and reduction peaks of the material being
investigated as shown in the figure above. As the scan rate (ν) increases the CV curve
becomes distorted. However, the total capacitance can be calculated by integrating the CV
curve. Generally, the capacitance decreases with increasing ν, so that the value of ν should be
sufﬁciently low to enhance high capacitive performance. When the capacitance of material
investigated shows EDL behaviour, the potential of chronopotentiogram V, changes linearly
with time t, at constant current density I. Then the capacitance is given by the slope of linear
relationship dV/dt, that is, C = I/(dV/dt). Similar to CV, when there is a pseudo-capacitance
contribution to the total capacitance, the chronopotentiogram deviates from the linear
relationship. It leads to a non-linear behaviour, so that the capacitance is usually given by
C=I×∆T/∆V, where ∆T is the total time for either positive or negative process and ∆V is a
potential difference after correcting an IR drop (voltage drop) which is estimated from the
initial potential jump of chronopotentiogram. High potential may be a possible source of
degradation during CV analysis.

2.5.2 Galvanostatic charge/discharge (GCD)
In this, a current pulse is applied to the working electrode and its resulting potential is
measured against a reference electrode as a function of time [39]. At the moment when the
current is first applied, the measured potential is abruptly changed due to the iR loss, and
because concentration overpotential is developed as the concentration of the reactant is
exhausted at the electrode surface. If the current is larger than the limiting current, the
required flux for the current cannot be provided by the diffusion process and, therefore, the
electrode potential rapidly rises until it reaches the electrode potential of the next available
reaction, and so on. The different types of chronopotentiometric techniques are depicted in
figure. 2.7. In constant current chronopotentiometry, the constant anodic/cathodic current
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applied to the electrode causes the electroactive species to be oxidized/reduced at a constant
rate. The electrode potential accordingly varies with time as the concentration ratio of
reactant to product changes at the electrode surface. The applied current can be varied with
time, rather than being kept constant. For example, the current can be linearly increased or
decreased (chronopotentiometry with linear rising current in the figure) and can be reversed
after some time (current reversal chronopotentiometry in the figure) [39]. If the current is
suddenly changed from an anodic to cathodic one, the product formed by the anodic reaction
(i.e., anodic product) starts to be reduced. Then, the potential moves in the cathodic direction
as the concentration of the cathodic product increases. On the other hand, the current is
repeatedly reversed in cyclic chronopotentiometry. The typical chronopotentiometric
techniques can be readily extended to characterize the electrochemical properties of insertion
materials. In particular, current reversal and cyclic chronopotentiometries are frequently used
to estimate the specific capacity and to evaluate the cycling stability of the battery and
electrochemical capacitors, respectively.

Figure 2.7 Different types of chronopotentiometric experiments. (a) Constant current
chronopotentiometry, (b) Chronopotentiometry with linearly rising current, (c) Current
reversal chronopotentiometry, (d) Cyclic chronopotentiometry.
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The capacitance value of C is measured the same way above, but it is for the full cell. In this
case, attention has to be paid to the collector, electrolytes and solvents, since sometimes the
electrode materials are damaged by high potentials. It is recommended to carry out both
three-electrode cell and two-electrode cell measurements on the same electrode material. For
practical purposes and application it is important to calculate the capacitance per volume (Cv,
e.g., F m-3) of the active material, however it is not easy to estimate accurately the volume in
the laboratory scale. Alternatively the capacitance per mass (Cm, e.g., F g-1) is used to
estimate the performance of the active material.

2.5.3 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a useful and prime tool used in for analysis
of single parameters and evaluation of mechanism of electrode materials. EIS can be carried
out at different voltages; thus probing the response of the material at different stages in the
pure double layer range or in the redox regime. The impedance of an electrochemical system
is usually carried out in an open-circuit potential measured by applying a low-amplitude
alternative voltage ΔV(ω) to a steady-state potential V over a wide range of frequency (f)
e.g., 100 kHz -10 mHz, where ΔV (ω ) = ΔVmax e jωt , where ω is the pulsation and ΔVmax the
signal amplitude. This input signal gives rise to a sinusoidal output current ΔI , with

ΔI (ω ) = ∆I max ej (ωt +ϕ ) , where ϕ is the phase angle of the current against the voltage and ΔI max
is the signal amplitude. The electrochemical impedance Z (ω ) is deﬁned as:

Z (ω ) = ΔV ΔI = Z (ω ) e − jϕ = Z'+ jZ"

Z '2 + Z "2 = Z (ω )

(2.11)

2

(2.12)
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Where Z ' and Z " are the real part and the imaginary part of the impedance, respectively. The
Nyquist plot is a representation of EIS shown in figure 2.8, where the real part of impedance

Z ( f )' , is plotted against the imaginary part of impedance Z ( f )" [19,35]. Alternatively, a
charge transfer resistance is given from the diameter of a semicircle of this plot. At high
frequency, the impedance shows the conductivity of electrode materials and electrolyte, while
at the medium frequency region (10 to 1 Hz) it shows a pseudo charge transfer resistance,
which is attributed to the porous electrode materials used. At the low frequency region (< 1
Hz), the impedance plot is the characteristic feature of pure capacitive behavior. Ideally, a
pure capacitor should show a parallel line to the imaginary axis of the Nyquist plot (electrontransfer diffusion process). However, in all cases there is a deviation from this ideal
behaviour, the plot showing lines which are inclined at angles between 45 and 90 to the real
axis. This corresponds to the ion diffusion mechanism between Warburg diffusion and ideal
capacitive ion diffusion (pseudo capacitance) [2,40].

Figure 2.8 Scheme of the impedance plane (Nyquist plot)

The Bode plot is another representation of the EIS; which is a relationship between the
imaginary part of impedance Z " and frequency f. It provides information about the
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capacitance of materials. The capacitance can be calculated from the Bode plot using the
following expression C = 1 2πfZ " from the linear portion of a log Z " vs. log f.

2.6

Advantages and applications of ECs

Supercapacitors are particularly attractive due to the following advantages over batteries and
conventional capacitors

(1) High power density: From the Ragone plot above (see figure. 2.1), It is clear that ECs
display a much higher power delivery (1-10 kW kg-1) when compared to lithium ion batteries
(150 W kg-1) [14]. Since ECs stores electrical charges both at the electrode surface and in the
bulk near the surface of the solid electrode, rather than within the entire electrode, the chargedischarge reaction will not necessarily be limited by ionic conduction into the electrode bulk,
so the charging and discharging rates are much faster than the electrochemical redox
reactions inside batteries. These rapid rates lead to high power density in ECs. For example,
an ECs can be fully charged or discharged in seconds (~30 s), and the energy can be taken
from it rapidly, within 0.1 s [41,42]. For batteries, the charging time is normally on the scale
of hours.

(2) Long life expectancy: The storage of electrochemical energy in batteries is realized
through faradaic reactions, which often involve irreversible interconversion of the chemical
electrode reagents and irreversible phase changes. In contrast, when energy is stored in an
ECs, no or negligibly small chemical charge transfer reactions and phase changes are
involved in charging and discharging, so an ECs can have almost unlimited cyclability. ECs
do not need any maintenance during their lifetimes and can withstand a huge number of
charge-discharge cycles, up to 1 000 000. Although fast redox reactions are involved during
charging and recharging, their life expectancy is also much longer than that of batteries. The
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life expectancy for ECs is estimated to be up to 30 years, which is much longer than for
lithium ion batteries (1000-10000 cycles and a life expectancy of only 5-10 years).[1,42–44].
(3) High eﬃciency: ECs are reversible with respect to charging and discharging throughout

their complete operating range of voltage, and the energy loss to heat during each cycle is
relatively small and readily removed (i.e., heat management is easy). This means that the
cycle eﬃciency of ECs is high (around 95 %) even when operating at rates above 1 kW kg-1
[21].

(4) Wide range of operating temperatures: ECs can function eﬀectively at extremely high
and low temperatures. The typical operating temperature for ECs ranges from -40 to 70 oC.
This is advantageous for military applications, where reliable energy storage is required to
run proprietary electronic devices under all temperature conditions during war.

(5) Safe and environmentally friendly: ECs can work eﬀectively at extremely high and low
temperatures and are environmentally friendly. The typical operating temperature for ECs
ranges from -40 to 70 oC [1]. In general, they do not contain hazardous or toxic materials, and
their waste materials are easily handled and disposed compared to most batteries e.g. lithiumion batteries.

2.7

Application of Electrochemical capacitors

Because of their many advantages over batteries, ECs have become very attractive candidate
for applications in hybrid electric vehicles, digital communication devices, digital cameras,
mobile phones, electrical tools, pulse laser techniques, uninterruptible power supplies and
memory back-up system [21,45,46]. Report by Miller et al [21] has presented a summary
which clearly distinguishes the opportunities for electrochemical supercapacitors into three
main categories namely energy management applications, power tools applications and day27

night storage applications. For example, in memory back-up, batteries poorer cycle life
makes their frequent replacement expensive (adding 20 % onto the price of battery operated
appliances). In addition, in battery powered electric vehicles, batteries with lower power
density cannot meet peak load requirements, originating from accelerating or climbing. With
advantages such as long life-time and high power density, ECs can solve these problems.
Combining ECs with batteries can yield improved performance in hybrid electric vehicles,
including powerful acceleration, braking energy recovery, excellent cold weather starting,
and increased battery life. Thus, ECs has the potential to play an important role in
complementing or replacing batteries in the energy conversion and storage ﬁelds [47]. Due to
their relatively low energy density and high cost, the market development of ECs is still in
the early commercialization stage. Analyst persists in its forecast of 30 % compound growth
of this market over the coming decade. The total global market for supercapacitors was worth
$470 million in 2010, according to “Supercapacitors: Technology Developments and Global
Markets”. That value is projected to grow to $1.2 billion in 2015, after increasing at a fiveyear compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 20.6 % [48].

2.8

Electrode materials

Materials play a very important role in generation and storage of energy in ECs, hence
development of electro active materials that can meet the required energy demand is of
utmost importance [49]. The capacitance of ECs depends on the speciﬁc surface area of the
electrode materials, however, it has been shown that there is no a linear relationship between
the area and the measured capacitance [9]. This is because the entire surface area is not fully
accessible to the electrolyte electrochemically, also, charge screening, ion size eﬀect or nonaccessibility of small micropores from the electrolyte, electrochemical doping of density of
states and quantum capacitance all have effect on the capacitance of the material. Thus, for
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those electrochemically accessible surface area or useful surface area, a deﬁnition called the
“electrochemical active surface area” may be more accurate in describing the electrode
capacitance behavior. The pore size as well as the pore size distribution (PSD) of the
electrode material also play an important role and thus have a great impact on the capacitance
[14]. According to Largeot et al. [47], the pore size of electrode materials that yielded
maximum double-layer capacitance was very close to the ion size of the electrolyte (with
respect to an ionic liquid electrolyte), and both larger and smaller pores led to a signiﬁcant
drop in capacitance. However, increasing the pore size can also increase the average distance
d between the pore walls and the center of an ion, making the capacitance of materials with
larger pores decreased according to the following equation C = Aε 4πd [47]. This
phenomenon is also explained by Mathew et al. [50], and referred to as “interfacial
confinement effects” their simulation results provide an atomic scale depiction of ion
transport dynamics in aqueous electrolyte which allow for the examination of size trends
within speciﬁc geometries as well as trends in concentration. The electrode pores are
modelled as planar graphite sheet which facilitates focused ion motion under slightly
conﬁning conditions. As a result, the ion’s diffusivities are enhanced in the direction of the
slit or pore. Further conﬁning the system leads to decreased ion diffusivities. The ions are
fully hydrated in all but the smallest slits and pores with those sizes showing increased ion
pairing. These provide strong evidence of charge separation perpendicular to the surface at all
size scales, concentrations, and ion types, providing a useful baseline for examining
differential capacitance behavior and energy storage [50]. Pore size distribution in the range
of 2-5 nm, which is larger than the size of two solvated ions, has been identified as a way to
improve the energy and power performance of electrochemical capacitors. The porosity
relevant to the development of high capacitance is itself not a simple parameter, involving
both pore sizes and pore-size distribution for a given overall speciﬁc area (m2 g-1) of the
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material. Therefore, ECs capacitance strongly depends on the surface area of the electrode
accessible to the electrolyte. Generally, electrode materials for ECs can be classified into
three categories namely: carbon materials, conducting polymers, metal transition oxides and
their composites [1,51].

2.8.1 Carbon materials:
Carbon materials are the only materials used as electrode for industrial applications. They
have excellent properties including good electrical conductivity and high speciﬁc surface
area; they are abundant, cheap, highly chemical inert and have wide operating temperature
range [2,17,52,53]. Carbon materials can be grouped into different structures namely, onionlike carbon (OLC), carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene, activated carbons (ACs), and
carbide-derived carbons (CDC). OLCs are zero-dimensional (“quasi 0D”) quasi-spherical
nanoparticles consisting of concentric graphitic shells materials prepared by annealing
nanodiamond powders in vacuum or argon or detonation nanodiamond, giving rise to bulk
nanoparticles of few nanometres. They offer specific surface area (SSA) between 500-600 m2
g-1 compared to activated carbon (AC) which is mostly accessible to ion adsorption because
there is no porous network inside the particles. OLC have demonstrated modest gravimetric
capacitance in previous studies, at about one-third that of activated carbon [53–55].

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) which are one-dimensional (“quasi 1D”), have been extensively
studied for electrochemical capacitors in the past few years due to their unique pore structure,
superior electrical properties, good mechanical and thermal stability. CNTs can be
categorized as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), double-walled carbon nanotubes
(DWCNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs), all of which have been widely
explored as energy storage electrode materials. CNTs are usually regarded as the choice of a
high-power electrode material because of their good electrical conductivity and readily
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accessible surface area. Moreover, their high mechanical resilience and open tubular network
make them a good support for active materials. The energy density is, however, a concern
due to their relatively small speciﬁc surface area (<500 m2 g-1) as compared to ACs. Single
wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) with high surface area has been demonstrated to have an
energy density of about 35 Wh kg-1 in organic electrolytes [56]. Capacitive properties of
double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs) have not been so frequently reported, because of
difficulty in synthesising pure DWCNTs. Generally, DWCNT and multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs) have less SSA than SWCNT. Nevertheless, there have been lots of
reports on capacitive properties of MWCNTs because they are relatively easy to prepare. The
preparation techniques determine the morphology and surface areas obtained which
ultimately determine the performance in various electrolytes. Values between 10-200 F g-1
have been reported [57–59].

Activated carbon (AC) have been tested as the electrode material for ECs because of its high
surface area. It is generally prepared through an activation process (oxidation of bulk carbon
in water vapor, KOH, or CO2) this process creates a three-dimensional porous network of in
the carbon materials with micropores (pore size <2 nm) and mesopores (2-50 nm) which are
responsible for the high SSA (2000 m2 g-1). Low-cost activated carbons can be produced from
carbonization and activation of natural carbon precursors such as wood, coconut shells, palm
kernel shell, or anthracite. They are all amorphous and their network structure consists of
mainly sp2 and some sp3 bonded atoms. This network structure contains chemical moieties
such as oxygen, nitrogen, and other atoms with oxygen-containing functional groups which
lead to a decrease in conductivity and hence require addition of acetylene black or carbon
black to AC electrodes [60]. Capacitive performance of AC electrodes have gradually
increased from 120 F g-1 to about 200 F g-1 in organic electrolytes during the past years [61].
With a density higher than that of CNTs and graphene, about 0.5 g cm-3, activated carbon
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volumetric capacitance reaches 50-80 F cm-3. Due to the scalable manufacturing, reasonable
cost, and high capacitance, activated carbons are widely used in commercial devices.

Carbide-Derived Carbon (CDC) are a large family of carbon materials derived from carbide
precursors that are transformed into pure carbon via physical (e.g., high-temperature
treatment or thermal decomposition) or chemical (e.g., chlorination or halogenation)
processes [62,63] by a reaction like
MC + nCl 2 → MCl 2n + C(s)

(2.13)

For many binary carbides (e.g., M=Si, Ti, Zr), the above yields both gaseous MCl4 and solid
carbon in the temperature range of interest [64]. The unique properties of porous CDC
obtained by halogenation, such as a high speciﬁc surface area and tunable pore size with a
narrow size distribution, makes it an ideal absorbent or supercapacitor electrode. CDCs have
been derived from many precursors (SiC, TiC, Mo2C, VC, etc.) using a variety of treatment
conditions that lead to a broad range of useful properties. Depending on the synthesis method
used, a high bulk porosity ( >50 vol. %) with a high speciﬁc surface area (SSA more than
2000 m2 g−1 ) can be obtained [65]. The bulk porosity of CDC is largely determined by the
carbide structure. When metal atoms are extracted from the carbide lattice, the remaining
carbon forms microporous CDC structures. CDC with controllable nanostructure and pore
characteristic obtained from different techniques and precursors have been studied as
electrode for ECs. Differences in total pore volume, pore size distribution and carbon
structure of CDC prepared from the different carbides are reflected in the capacitance.
Gravimetric capacitance of 190 and 150 F g-1 was found for ZrC-CDC and TiC-CDC,
respectively, in H2SO4. While the carbide precursor, particle size and other parameters affect
CDC capacitance, the synthesis temperature has the most signiﬁcant impact on the
capacitance of CDC, because it affects the pore size. Tunability of pore size in CDC
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facilitated a major breakthrough in understanding capacitive charge storage in porous carbon.
Chmiola et al. reported an increase in the gravimetric and volumetric capacitance at lower
chlorination temperatures, although the speciﬁc surface area and pore size of CDC decreased
[66]. Traditionally, a decrease in capacitance was expected for submicrometer pores that are
inaccessible to the electrolyte. Studies performed on CDC with 0.7 to 1.1 nm pores [66] have
shown that for small pores, the solvation shell of the electrolyte ions is completely or partially
removed leading to an increase in the capacitance. A later study on the correlation between
pore size and capacitance corroborated an increase in capacitance when the pore size
approaches that of the desolated ion and a decrease once the pore size is smaller than the ion
size [67]. Nano-ﬁbrous felts (nano-felts) of carbide-derived carbon developed from
electrospun titanium carbide (TiC) nanofelts were reported by Presser et al. [68]. The
developed TiC-CDC nano-felts were mechanically ﬂexible and can be used as electrode
material for supercapacitor applications without the addition of binder. The TiC-CDC
nanofelts show an average pore size of ~1 nm and a high speciﬁc surface area of 1390 m2 g-1.
TiC-CDC with a narrow pore size distribution having a mean value between 0.6 and 1.1 nm
was also prepared by changing the synthesis temperature [63].

2.8.2 Conducting polymers (CPs)
CPs possess excellent properties [69,70] such as high conductivity, high potential window,
good storage capacity/reversibility, adjustable redox activity through chemical modiﬁcation
and low cost, making them suitable materials for ECs applications [25,71,72]. CPs makes use
of redox processes. When oxidation occurs, ions are transferred to the polymer backbone, and
when reduction takes place, the ions are released from this backbone into the electrolyte. The
most commonly studied CPs in supercapacitor applications are polyaniline (PANI) [25],
polypyrrole (PPy) [26], polythiophene (PTh) [71], poly(3,4-ethylene-dioxythiophene)
(PEDOT) [28,73]. A, high speciﬁc capacitance of 608 F g-1 was reported for an electrode
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modiﬁed with pure PANI [74]. However, the swelling and shrinking of CPs during the
intercalating/deintercalating process leads to mechanical degradation of the electrode and low
electrochemical performance during cycling, and thus hindering the commercialization of
CPs electrode materials.

2.8.3 Transition metal oxides (TMO)
Transition metal oxides exhibit electrochemical faradaic reactions between electrode
materials and ions within appropriate potential windows [75] TMO such as RuO2,[76–78]
MnO2 [79,80], NiO [81–83], Co3O4 [84–86], SnO2 [87], and V2O5 [88–90] have all been
studied. They can provide higher energy density for ECs than carbon materials and better
electrochemical stability than conducting polymer materials. The general requirements for
metal oxides in ECs applications are as follows [1]:

(1) The oxide should be electronically conductive,

(2) The metal can exist in two or more oxidation states that coexist over a continuous range
with no phase changes involving irreversible modiﬁcations of a 3-dimensional structure.
(3) The protons can freely intercalate into the oxide lattice on reduction and out of the lattice
on oxidation, allowing facile inter-conversion of O 2 − ↔ OH − .

Hydrous RuO2: As mention earlier, RuO2 has been extensively studied as a material for ECs
application. For example, amorphous RuO2 materials in the H2SO4 electrolyte exhibited a
specific capacitance of 720 F g-1 upon calcination at 150 oC and a capacitance of 710 F g-1
was obtained in a KOH electrolyte for the crystalline state after calcination at 200 oC [34]. In
acidic

electrolyte

solution,

the

reaction

mechanism

is

as

follows

RuO 2 + xH + + xe − ↔ RuO 2 − x (OH) x . Rapid reversible electron transfer is accompanied by
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electro-adsorption of protons on the surface of RuO2 particles, where Ru oxidation states can
change from Ru (II) to Ru (IV) [1,34,91]. In an alkaline medium, it was suggested that the
RuO2 in the electrode will be oxidized to RuO 24 − , RuO 4− , RuO 4 , and when it is discharged
these high valence states will be reduced to RuO2 [92,93]. Nevertheless, the relatively high
cost of this noble metal is a major drawback of RuO2 based electrodes and this has limited it
from being commercialized [94]. Hence, much eﬀort has been aimed to searching for
alternative inexpensive electrode materials with good capacitive characteristics, such as
manganese oxide, cobalt oxide, nickel oxide, and vanadium oxide

MnO2: manganese oxides (MnOx) were earlier reported in 1999 [95] and have been
extensively studied as electrode material for ECs application due to relatively low cost, low
toxicity, environmental safety, and theoretical high capacities ranging from 1100 to 1300 F g1

[80,96–98]. Manganese oxides mainly exhibit pseudocapacitance, which is attributed to

reversible redox reaction involving the exchange of protons and/or cations with the
electrolyte, as well as the transitions between Mn (III)/Mn (II), Mn (IV)/Mn (III), and Mn
(VI)/Mn (IV) within the electrode potential window of the electrolyte. The proposed
mechanism is expressed in equation 2.14 [99–101]:
MnOα (OC)β + δC + + δe + ↔ MnOα −β (OC)β + δ

(2.14)

where C+ denotes the protons and alkali metal cations (Li+, Na+, K+) in the electrolyte, and
MnOα(OC)β and MnOα-β(OC)β+δ indicate MnO2nH2O in high and low oxidation states,
respectively. The above equation suggests that both protons and alkali cations are involved in
the redox process, and that the MnOx material must have high ionic and electronic
conductivity [80]. It has also been shown that MnOx-based electrodes exhibit rectangularshaped cyclic voltammetry curves contrary to non-faradaic energy storage mechanisms [102].
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As reported, both the physical properties (e.g. microstructure and surface morphology) and
chemical factors (valence and the hydrous state of the oxide) properties aﬀect the
pseudocapacitive performance of Mn oxides. It was found that the cycle stability of Mn
oxides is mainly controlled by their microstructure, while their speciﬁc capacitance is
governed primarily by their chemically hydrous state [103].

Co3O4/Co(OH)2: has been considered as alternative electrode material for ECs. The
pseudocapacitance of Co3O4 originates from the following redox reaction:[104]

Co 3O 4 + H 2O + OH − ↔ 3CoOOH + e −

(2.15)

Research activities have focused on Co3O4 with various morphology for example,
microspheres, nano-sheets, nanowires, nanorods, nanotubes as well as thin ﬁlms have all been
reported [84,86,105]. Mesoporous microspheres of Co3O4 have been tested and found to
exhibit a specific capacitance of 102 F g-1 with a smaller inner resistance of about 0.4 Ohm
[106]. A speciﬁc capacitance of 118 F g-1 and 165 F g-1 have also been reported for a cobalt
oxide electrode using cobalt chloride precursor and chemical modified cobalt oxide copper
substrates [107,108]. Self-supported hollow Co3O4 nanowire arrays exhibit superior
supercapacitor performances with high speciﬁc capacitances of 599 F g-1 at 2 A g-1 and 439 F
g-1 at 40 A g-1 as well as excellent cycle life, making them suitable for high-rate
supercapacitor application [86]. Co(OH)2-based electrode materials are also interesting due to
their layered structure and huge interlayer spacing, which provides high surface area and a
fast ion reaction rate [109–111]. The possible reaction mechanism is as follows [75,112]:

Co(OH) 2 + OH − ↔ CoOOH + H 2O + e −

(2.15a)

CoOOH + OH − ↔ CoO 2 + H 2O + e −

(2.15b)
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They have also been shown to give much higher speciﬁc capacitances than Co3O4. However,
such high speciﬁc capacitance is only located in low potential ranges, which limits the
materials’ practical application in ECs.

NiO/Ni(OH)2: Nickel oxide are also promising electrode material for EC due to its easy
synthesis, theoretical high speciﬁc capacitance of 3750 F g-1, low cost and environment
friendliness [113,114]. The redox reaction of nickel oxide in a KOH medium can be
expressed as [82,115]:

NiO + OH − ↔ NiOOH − + e −

(2.16)

It has been established that the structure and morphology of NiO nanostructure influence the
electrochemical behavior. Mesoporous nickel oxide nano-architecture, synthesized via
electrodeposition, demonstrated a specific capacitance of 167 F g-1 at a current density of 1 A
g-1 and 156 F g-1 at 16.5 A g-1 [116], Nano‐sized NiO/Ni composite films obtained by a
chemical method have been found to exhibit specific capacitance between 50-64 F g-1 [81]
while microwave-mediated synthesis shows hierarchical porous ball-like morphology with
uniform ripple shaped pore and exhibited a specific capacitance of 370 F g-1 at a current
density of 2 A g-1 [117]. ECs based on Ni(OH)2 have also been shown to yield higher speciﬁc
capacitance than NiO [118], hexagonal nanoporous nickel hydroxide film with a maximum
specific capacitance of 578 F g-1 was reported [75] and Hu et al. reported that an
electrodeposited nickel hydrous oxide ﬁlm could exhibit a speciﬁc capacitance as high as
1000 F g-1 [118]. NiO/Ni(OH)2 based electrodes have been shown to exhibit good
electrochemical performance. However, the challenges in using NiO-based electrode
materials for EC involve: poor cycle performance and high internal resistance.
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Other oxides: several other oxide materials, such as V2O5 [119–121], Fe2O3 [122], Fe3O4
[123,124], SnO2 [125], IrO2 [126], MoO2 [127] and transition metal nitride [128], have all
been explored and investigated as electrode materials for EC applications. V2O5 were studied
due to their variable oxidation states, which can yield both surface and bulk redox reactions.
Porous vanadium oxide (V2O5) sample prepared by a sol–gel technique was found to exhibit
a maximum speciﬁc capacitance of 214 F g-1 at a scan rate of 5 mV s-1 in a 2 M KCl solution
[129]. While Fe2O3 electrode synthesized using chemical method exhibited a speciﬁc
capacitance of 178 F g-1 at scan rate 5 mV s-1 in a 1 M NaOH electrolyte [122] and hydrous
IrO2 exhibited a speciﬁc capacitance of 550 F g-1 [126]. Most of these oxides materials
exhibit excellent electrochemical performance. However the major disadvantages which have
led to their unrealistic application include their small potential, poor electron and ion
exchange and low conductivity.

2.8.4 Composite materials
Composite materials offer an attractive alternative approach for combining materials with
different properties. For example, combining the pseudo-capacitive metal oxides or
conducting polymers with a capacitive carbon material to take advantages of properties
offered by the individual material can lead to increase in electrochemical performance of
ECs. This is due to the fact that the individual materials in the composites can have a
synergistic eﬀect through minimizing particle size, enhancing speciﬁc surface area, inducing
porosity, preventing agglomerating of particles, facilitating electron and proton conduction,
expanding active sites, extending the potential window, protecting active materials from
mechanical degradation, improving cycling stability, and providing extra pseudocapacitance
[6]. As a result, the obtained composites can overcome some of the major drawbacks of the
individual material and hence achieve high electrochemical performance. However, it is
worth stating that a reverse effect might occur and therefore there should be a compromise in
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the individual substance composition and an optimized molar ratio of the individual
constituent is deemed necessary for composite material.

2.9

Electrolytes

The choice of electrolyte system for ECs includes wide voltage window, high
electrochemical stability, high concentration of charge carriers (cations and anions), low
resistivity, low viscosity, low volatility, low toxicity and low cost. The favoured electrolyte
systems for ECs can be classiﬁed into three types: (1) aqueous media, (2) organic media, and
(3) ionic liquids (ILs). ECs voltage in aqueous electrolytes is limited is by the electrolyte
decomposition at high potentials. They have high conductivity due to their proton hopping
transport mechanism but have a theoretical limit of about 1.23 V. Nevertheless, migrating
from aqueous to organic electrolytes increases the operating voltage to about 3.5 V. Thus,
non-aqueous electrolytes are mainly used in majority of the commercialized supercapacitors
today because they can achieve a higher potential window than aqueous electrolytes like
KOH or H2SO4, which are limited to about 1.23 V [17]. Conventional electrolytes containing
a mixture of a solvent and a salt, like tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate ((C2H5)4BF4),
tetraethylphosphonium tetraﬂuoroborate, and triethylmethylammonium tetraﬂuoroborate
(TEMABF4) have all been used. Acetonitrile can dissolve large amounts of salts and hence
leads to highly conducting electrolytes but suﬀers from environmental and toxicity problems.
Propylene carbonate (PC)-based electrolytes are friendlier to the environment and provides a
wide range of potential window. They can be used as replacement for acetonitrile (AN) with
compromise to the power density since the electrolyte conductivity drops by a factor of ∼4

[60].

Ionic liquids (ILs), are solvent-free electrolytes which are liquid at room temperature (organic
salts). Their properties such as stability in a large potential window, low vapor pressure, high
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thermal and chemical stability make them promising for application as electrolyte for ECs,
but their low conductivity at and below room temperature has limited their practical use at
high temperatures [130–132]. They are mainly made up of cations and anions thus their
voltage window stability is determined by the electrochemical stability of ions. A careful and
proper choice of both ions allows the design of high-voltage ECs [133]. The most studied ILs
are imidazolium, pyrrolidinium, aliphatic ammonium salts such as tetraﬂuoroborate,
triﬂuoromethanesulfonate, bis(triﬂuoromethanesulfonyl)imide, bis(ﬂuorosulfonyl)imide or
hexaﬂuorophosphate, quaternary ammonium salts such as tetralkylammonium [R4N]+, and
cyclic amines such as aromatic pyridinium, imidazolium and saturated piperidinium,
pyrrolidinium [134–137]. ECs devices based on ILs have been reported relating the
relationship between the pore size of carbon electrodes, ion size of the electrolyte, and the
capacitance

using

ethyl-methyl-imidazolium-bis(triﬂuoromethane-sulfonyl)imide

[47].

Hybrid activated carbon/conducting polymer devices also show an improved performance
with cell voltages higher than 3 V [138]. However, the ionic conductivity of these liquids is
low at room temperature, and can be improved by selecting appropriate eutectic IL mixturecarbon combinations [139].

2.10 Graphene based materials for electrochemical capacitors
Graphene, a two dimensional allotrope of carbon (Figure 2.9), has emerged as one of the
most exciting material for research in the last few years [140–142] This two-dimensional
(2D) material constitutes a one-atom-thick sheet of sp2-bonded carbon atoms in a honeycomb
crystal lattice with atoms arranged in hexagonal pattern. It is the thinnest material known in
the world and is regarded as the basic building block for all other carbon materials. It can be
rolled into one-dimensional (1D) carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and stacked into three-
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dimensional (3D) graphite. With the addition of pentagons it can also be wrapped into a
fullerene (0D) [140].

Figure 2.9

Graphene: the mother of all graphitic forms. (Extracted from Ref. 127)

2.11 Properties of graphene
Graphene has unique electronic properties: it is a zero-gap semiconductor that exhibits linear
dispersion at a high symmetry point in the reciprocal space, resulting in effective dynamics of
electrons similar to that of massless relativistic Dirac Fermions [141]. Moreover, graphene
possesses not only unique electronic properties, it also has excellent optical, thermal,
mechanical and electrochemical properties that are superior to other allotropes of carbon such
as graphite, CNTs and fullerene as shown in Table 1 below [141,143–147].
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Allotropes of
Carbon

Graphite

Diamond

Fullerene

Carbon
nanotubes

Graphene

Dimensionality
Hybridization
Crystal system
Experimental
specific surface
area (m2g-1)
Density (gcm-3)
Electrical
conductivity
(Scm-1)
Electronic
properties

Three
Sp2
Hexagonal
~10-20

Three
Sp3
Octahedral
~20-160

Zero
Mainly sp2
Tetragonal
~80-90

One
Mainly sp2
Icosahedral
~1300

Two
Sp2
Hexagonal
~2675

2.09-2.23
Anisotropic
2,3X104a, 6b

3.5-3.53

1.72
10-10

>1
2000

Conductor

Insulator,
semiconductor

Insulator

Thermal
conductivity
(Wm-1K-1)
Hardness
tenacity

1500-2000a
5-10c

900-2320

0.4

>1
Depends on the
particular
structure
Depends on
structure. Can be
metallic or
semiconducting
3500

High

Ultrahigh

Highly elastic

High flexible
elastic

Optical
properties

Uniaxial

Isotropic

Non-linear
optical
response

Structural
dependent

Semimetal, zero
gap
semiconductor
4848-5300

Highest flexible
elastic (single
layer)
97.7% optical
transmittance

a

a-direction
c-direction

b

Table 1

The properties of graphene and other carbon allotropes.

Because of its theoretical specific surface area of 2675 m2 g−1, graphene has attracted
attention as a potential electrode material for ECs. However, speciﬁc capacitance value of
about 262 F g-1 have only been achieved in aqueous electrolyte for pure graphene based
supercapacitor [148–150]. This is due to the fact graphene sheet has a high tendency to
restack during formation of electrode owing to the strong π–π interactions between
neighbouring sheets leading to signiﬁcant decrease in the available surface area and
consequently resulting in a lower specific capacitance values reported so far. To prevent the
restacking problem and enhance the electrochemical performance of graphene based
electrode it is necessary to functionalize graphene with chemical moieties such as carbonyl
and hydroxyl groups [2] or graft the graphene sheets with pseudocapacitive materials which
ultimately prevents the restacking of graphene, but also contributes to the total EDL
capacitance of the electrode [151–158]. In regards to the latter, several hybrid composites of
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graphene (or graphene oxide) have been reported. Composite such as graphene-metal oxide
or metal hydroxide [147,154,159–167] and polymer [151,152] have all been investigated. In
general, these studies have shown that the performance of ECs depends on the structure and
porosity of the electrode. Recently, 3D graphene foam [168] has also attracted interest due to
the unique porous structure offered which is essential for movement of ions in the electrolyte
towards the surface of the electrode material. Significant efforts have also been made in the
fabrication of composite materials based on the 3D form of graphene. In this thesis our aims
are to synthesise composite materials based on this 3D graphene and develop electrodes for
electrochemical capacitors
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Chapter 3
Characterization and growth techniques
Introduction
In this chapter all the experimental procedure used in this work will be discussed starting
with the CVD technique for the production of graphene samples and characterization. In
addition some important methods for the preparation of composite such as the hydrothermal
growth technique will also be discussed.

3.1

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is an appealing growth technique for the preparation and
production of graphene with excellent electronic properties which is very useful in a number
of applications such as organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices, solar cells and supercapacitors
[1,2]. This method is already well implemented in the semiconductor industry. For graphene
production, this growth technique can be easily scaled up since it is a relatively inexpensive
technique involving deposition on transition metal substrates which produces large-area
graphene. During the CVD graphene growth process, gaseous precursors such (Ar:H2:CH4)
are fed into the reactor at atmosphere pressure and pass through a hot zone, where
hydrocarbon precursor decomposes to carbon radicals at the metal substrate surface, forming
single-layer, few and multi-layers graphene [3–5]. Ar is a carrier gas and role is to create an
inert environment while H2 is to remove most of the impurities present in the material and
also increase grain size of substrate (Ni or Cu) during the CVD growth. During the reaction,
the metal substrate not only works as a catalyst to lower the energy barrier of the reaction, but
also determines the graphene deposition mechanism [3]. Ni and Cu substrates are the most
studied transition metal substrates for production of graphene [3,4]. In this chapter will focus
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more on the Ni film which has a similar growth mechanism with Ni-foam used in this work.
A schematic of the CVD system and the CVD system used in this work is shown below.

Figure 3.1

Typical thermal chemical vapor deposition system showing different cooling

rates of graphene on a nickel substrate.

Ni surface can serve as an excellent lattice-matched substrate for graphene growth. Basically,
polycrystalline nickel foam (420-580 g m-2 in areal density and 1.6-1.9 mm in thickness) are
first annealed in Ar/H2 atmosphere at 800-1000 oC to increase grain size and remove any
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form of impurities as mentioned above before the introduction of hydrocarbon CH4 gas into
the reaction chamber for a period of about 10 minutes to about an hour the Ar gas provides
and inert environment while the H2 gas help in removal of impurities from the Ni foam.
Firstly, hydrocarbon gas decomposes to carbon radicals and carbon atoms dissolve into the Ni
to form a solid solution. Finally, samples are cooled down in argon gas which ultimately
determines the thickness and uniformity of the deposition depending on the cooling rates.
During the cooling process, carbon atoms diffuse out from the Ni-C solid solution and
precipitate on the Ni surface to form graphene films [4]. The following cooling process can
be achieved fast, medium and slow rates as illustrated in figure 3.1 above. The graphene
growth mechanism on Ni is based on carbon segregation and precipitation, the cooling
behavior (cooling rates) strongly affects the thickness and quality of graphene films
produced. Medium cooling rates are found to lead to optimal carbon segregation and produce
few layer graphene while fast and slow cooling rates have been shown to give patches of
graphene deposition on the Ni substrate [4]. The microstructure of Ni films also plays an
important role in the formation of the graphene film morphology [6–8]. After the production
of graphene, the nickel template has to be removed so that the film can be transferred to the
arbitrary template for application purposes. This is usually done through a wet chemical
etching. Briefly, the polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is dissolved in ethyl lactate and a thin
layer of this PMMA solution is coated onto the graphene and then baked at 180 oC to
evaporate the solvent and provide mechanical support for the graphene during etching. The
PMMA coated graphene is then placed in a 3 M concentration of acid (HCl or HNO3) to
remove the Ni template, leaving only the PMMA/ graphene film. The film is washed with
deionized (DI) water and then transferred onto substrate such as glass or Si/SiO2. Afterward,
the PMMA can be removed by acetone or annealing in Ar/H2 atmosphere, leaving a graphene
film on the targeted substrate. This process is also used to produce graphene foam to the
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exception that no transfer to a substrate is necessary. In this work, we investigated both the
etched and unetched three dimensional graphene foam samples for electrochemical
applications. Composite materials of the graphene were made using hydrothermal methods
such as the low temperature aqueous chemical growth (ACG) and the microwave irradiation
technique.

3.1.1 Aqueous chemical growth technique (ACG)
Aqueous chemical growth (ACG) technique is an inexpensive bottom-up approach that has
been developed for the production of composite materials or thin films of various metal
oxides at relatively low temperatures [9,10]. This technique allows the design and the
production of nanostructured oxide materials with novel morphology and orientation which
enable the probing and optimization of their physical properties [11]. The ACG technique
involves the hydrolysis-condensation of hydrated metal ions onto the various substrates
which allows for growth of different advanced nano, meso, micro and macro-particulate
materials as well as different shapes and sizes of one, two and three-dimensional architecture
[12,13]. The technique simply involves heating of an aqueous solution of metal precursors
(salts or complexes) at a given pressure, concentration and pH, in the presence of substrates
at low temperatures (< 100 °C) in a closed bottle as shown in the figure 3.2. Usually, during
the ACG crystallites are nucleating and growing directly from the substrate at low
temperatures, which result in a variety of substrates being, used e.g. amorphous, single
crystalline, polycrystalline, transparent, conducting, flexible etc. Such diversity provides a
higher degree of nanomaterials engineering and design. After the ACG reaction, the residual
salts are easily washed out by water due to their high solubility [11]. In most cases, no
additional heat or chemical treatments are necessary, which represents a significant
improvement compared to other conventional techniques such as the sol-gel method. This
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technique is generally safe, inexpensive, can easily be reproduced and is environmentalfriendly.

Figure 3.2

The aqueous chemical growth (ACG) thin film processing technique:

immersion of substrates in aqueous solutions of metal salt precursors (left), heat treatment in
a conventional laboratory oven below 100 °C.(extracted from ref 11)

3.1.2 The microwave (MW) technology
The microwave technology is known to reduce reaction times and increase productivity yield
of materials compared to other conventional reﬂux experiments. This technology makes use
of two heating mechanisms namely dipolar polarization and ionic conduction. The dipoles in
the reaction chamber are involved in the polarization eﬀect, while the charged particles in a
reaction chamber (usually ions) contribute to ionic conduction effects [14,15]. This
technology ensures efficient internal volumetric heating which uniformly raise temperature
throughout the whole liquid volume, by direct coupling of MW energy to the molecules that
are present in the reaction mixture [16,17]. This phenomenon is usually dependent on the
ability of a specific material (solvent or reagent) to absorb microwave energy and convert it
into heat. This process of irradiation of materials at different frequencies results in the dipoles
or ions aligning in the direction of applied electric field. However, as the applied field begins
to oscillate, the dipole or ion field also attempts to realign itself with the alternating electric
field which result to loss of energy in the form of heat through molecular friction and
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dielectric loss [15]. The amount of heat generated by this process is directly related to the
ability of the matrix to align itself with the frequency of the applied field [17–19].

Mechanistic studies and theoretical modelling have shown that the MW irradiation can give
rise to different dimensionalities, size variation and shapes. Several circumstances can
potentially interrupt isotropic growth evolution, leading to the formation of materials with
anisotropic morphologies as diverse as nanorods, wires, bullets, platelets, ellipsoids, polypods
and rings. Basically, suitable precursors bearing the atomic elements necessary to build up
the particles are induced to react or decompose in a solution that contains specific functional
species or additives under controlled atmosphere, selected temperature, power and pressure
conditions for the reaction purposes. Once the synthesis is initiated, highly reactive
intermediate species are generated, commonly referred to as the “monomers”, which induce
the nucleation. Once the critical super-saturation threshold required to guarantee the
thermodynamic stability of the particles is sustained, all particles will be allowed to evolve to
progressively large dimensions. Finally, Ostwald ripening may occur depending on the
reaction times, leading to dissolution of smaller particle size, consequently, providing extra
monomers to sustain the growth of the larger like particles with a lamellar structure which
tend to curl and assembly to form different hierarchical structure [17,20,21]. The ability to
maintain a balance of nucleation and growth processes in liquid media is the basis of the
formation of uniform nanostructure with predetermined structural, compositional and
geometric features and precisely size-correlated properties.

3.1.3 Successive Ionic Layer Adsorption and Reaction (SILAR)
The successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) method is advantageous due to
layer-by-layer growth, which comprises excellent material utilization, good control over the
deposition process and is specifically convenient for large area deposition [22,23]. This
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method is an exothermic process mainly based on the adsorption and reaction of the ions
from the solutions and rinsing between every immersion with deionized water to avoid
homogeneous precipitation. The growth kinetics of a thin film deposition process is of two
types: (i) ion-by-ion growth where the deposition process involves the ion-by-ion deposition
at nucleation sites on the immersed surfaces and (ii) according to Lundin and Kitaev (1965)
[24], nucleation takes place by adsorption of the particles due to attraction force between ions
in the solution and surface of the substrate and growth takes place giving thin and adherent
films [25]. A typical SILAR setup is shown in figure 3.3 below.

Figure 3.3

Schematic SILAR set up used for the deposition of NiO on NF-G.

The growth mechanism involves the following steps: (i) specific adsorption of the most
strongly adsorbed ions of the compound to be grown, by the substrate immersion in a solution
of one of its cationic precursor, (ii) water rinsing of the excess solution still adhering to the
substrate, and (iii) chemical reaction between the most strongly specific adsorbed cations and
the less strongly adsorbed anions by the subsequent substrate immersion in the solution. In
this first step, the cations present in the solvated cationic precursor solution are adsorbed on
the surface of the substrate and form the Helmholtz electric double layer [23]. This layer is
composed of two layers: the inner (positively charged) and outer (negatively charged) layers.
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The positive layer consists of the cations and the negative forms the counter ions of the
cations. In the second step, excess unabsorbed ions are rinsed away from the diffusion layer
resulting in a saturated electrical double layer [26]. In the third step, the anions from anionic
precursor solution are introduced to the system. Due to the low stability of the material, a
solid substance is formed at the interface. The last step rinses the excess and unreacted
species of both types of precursors and the reaction by-product from the diffusion layer are
removed. By repeating these cycles, a thin layer of material can be grown. Following the
above-mentioned steps, the maximum increase in film thickness per one reaction cycle is
theoretically one monolayer. Dividing the measured overall film thickness by number of
reaction cycles, growth rate can be determined [22,26].

3.2

Materials Characterization

3.2.1 Raman Analysis
Raman is a spectroscopic technique used to observe vibrational, rotational, and other lowfrequency modes in a system [27]. Low frequency Raman modes (below 400 cm-1) are
generally associated with metal-ligand bonds. If one is interested in studying very lowfrequency Raman modes which lie close to the laser line, it is important to choose a filter or
filtering technique that provides a sharp transition between deep blocking of the Rayleigh
scatter and transmission of the Raman signal. It relies on inelastic scattering or Raman
scattering of monochromatic light, usually from a laser in the visible, near infrared or near
ultraviolet range. The laser light interacts with molecular vibrations, phonons or other
excitations in the system, resulting in the energy of the laser photons being shifted up or
down. The shift in energy provides the chemical and structural information about the
vibrational modes in the system.
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Typically, in a Raman experiment the sample is irradiated with a monochromatic radiation
(laser) depending on the sample type the laser light is scattered with a finite probability. If the
sample is transparent most of the light is transmitted, a small fraction is elastically (Rayleigh)
scattered and a very small fraction is inelastically (Raman) scattered. The inelastically
scattered light is collected and dispersed and the results are presented as a Raman spectrum
which plots the intensity of the inelastically scattered light as a function of energy or the shift
in the wavenumber of the radiation [27,28].
For sp2 nanocarbons such as graphene and carbon nanotubes, Raman spectroscopy can give
information about crystallite size, clustering of the sp2 phase, the presence of sp2-sp3
hybridization and the introduction of chemical impurities, the magnitude of the mass density,
the optical energy gap, elastic constants, doping, defects and other crystal disorder, edge
structure, strain, number of graphene layers, nanotube diameter, chirality, curvature, and
ﬁnally the metallic vs semiconducting behavior and the science of excitons which make
carbon nanotubes unique [29]. In this section various Raman features are discussed including
the G-band at ∼1582 cm-1, which is common to all sp2 carbon forms, the radial breathing
mode (RBM) that makes the diameter and optical transition energy analysis of nanotubes

possible, and the D and G′ bands that are signiﬁcant in providing information about the
electronic and geometrical structure through the double resonance process [29,30].
The G-Band: The stretching of the C-C bond in graphitic materials gives rise to the so-called
G-band Raman feature which is common to all sp2 carbon systems (see figures 3.4). This
spectral feature is similar for graphenes and nanotubes but yet has properties capable of
distinguishing one carbon nanotstructure from another. When the bond lengths and angles of
graphene are modiﬁed by strain, caused by the interaction with a substrate or with other
graphene layers or due to external perturbations, the hexagonal symmetry of graphene is
broken [31]. The G-band is, therefore, highly sensitive to strain effects in sp2 nanocarbons
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and can be used to probe any modiﬁcation to the ﬂat geometric structure of graphene, such as
the strain induced by external forces, by one graphene layer on another in few layer graphene
or in multiwall nanotubes, or even by the curvature of the side wall when growing a SWNT
[31].

Figure 3.4

Raman spectra from different types of sp2 nanocarbons. The graphene-related

structures are labeled next to their respective spectra. The main features (RBM and disorderinduced D, D′ and D+D′ bands; first-order Raman-allowed G band; and second-order Raman
overtones G′ (2iTO) and 2G) are labeled in some spectra, but the assignment applies to all of
them.
The Radial Breathing Mode (RBM): The radial breathing mode is especially important in
two ways: (1) for the determination of the diameter of a nanotube through the dependence of
ωRBM on dt, and (2) for relating the ωRBM and the resonant optical transition energies Eii for a
given tube. Experimental data on the radial breathing mode frequency taken by many authors
have been ﬁt using the relation ωRBM=A/dt+B. For water-assisted supergrowth samples,
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values of A= (227.0±0.3) nm·cm-1 and B= (0.3±0.2) cm-1 are obtained. However, all the other
ωRBM results in the literature are upshifted from these values of A and B, due to the van der
Waals interaction with the environment, and can be generally described by equation 1 where
the parameter Ce in the equation describes environmental effects.

ωRBM =

227
2
1 + Ce dt
dt

(1)

The Ce values ﬁtting the RBM results for several samples in the literature range from 0.05 to
0.07 [30]. The RBM also has been important for understanding the effect of tube-tube
interaction within multiwall carbon nanotubes, the prototype material for studying such
interactions being double-wall carbon nanotubes (DWNTs).
Dispersive G′-Band (2D) the Double Resonance Process: All kinds of sp2 carbon materials
exhibit a strong Raman feature which appears in the range 2500-2800 cm-1, as shown in
figure 3.4. Together with the G band (1582 cm-1), this spectrum is a Raman signature of
graphitic sp2 materials and is called the G′ band or 2D to emphasize that it is a Ramanallowed mode for sp2 carbons. Interestingly, the G′ band is a second-order two-phonon
process and intriguingly, it exhibits a strong frequency dependence on the excitation laser
energy Elaser. This dispersive behavior (ωG i = ωG i ( Elaser )) is unusual in Raman scattering,
since Raman-active mode frequencies usually do not depend on Elaser. The G′ band in
particular is a second-order process related to a phonon near the K point in graphene,
activated by double resonance (DR) processes [31] which are responsible for its dispersive
nature and cause a strong dependence on any perturbation to the electronic and/or phonon
structure of graphene. For this reason, the G′ feature provides a very sensitive probe for
characterizing speciﬁc sp2 nanocarbons. For example, the G' band can be used for
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differentiating between single and double-layer graphene with AB interlayer stacking [31]
and for probing aspects of the electronic structures of SWNTs.
Disorder-Induced D Band: The presence of disorder in sp2-hybridized carbon systems leads
to rich and intriguing phenomena in their resonance Raman spectra, thus making Raman
spectroscopy one of the most sensitive and informative techniques to characterize disorder in
sp2 carbon materials. Raman spectroscopy has thus become a key tool and is widely used to
identify disorder in the sp2 network of different carbon structures, such as diamond-like
carbon, amorphous carbon, nanostructured carbon, as well as carbon nanoﬁbers, nanotubes,
and nanohorns [29].
In our experiment Raman spectroscopy data were collected using both the Jobin Yvon Horiba
X 6400 micro-Raman spectrometer equipped with LabSpec (Ver. 5.78.24) analytical software
ith analysed with a 514 nm argon excitation laser (1.5 mW laser power on the sample to avoid
thermal effects), a 50x objective with recording times ranging from 120 s and a resolution of
2 cm-1. A WiTec-alpha 300R+ confocal Raman spectrometer (WiTec GmbH) operating with
excitation source of 532-nm laser (2.33 eV) through a numerical aperture of 0.9 and 100x
magnification was also used. This analysis is ideal and was performed to know the amount of
layers of graphene deposited and also to check the quality of the graphene samples produced
(defect density).

3.2.2 Morphological Analysis
Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a routinely instrument used to generate highresolution images of shapes of objects and to show spatial variations in chemical
compositions [32]: The SEM uses a focused beam of high-energy electrons to generate a
variety of signals at the surface of solid specimens. The accelerated electrons in the SEM
carry significant amounts of kinetic energy, and this energy is dissipated as a variety of
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signals produced by electron-sample interactions when the incident electrons are decelerated
in the solid sample [33]. The signals derived from electron-sample interactions reveal
information about the sample including external morphology (texture), chemical
composition, and crystalline structure and orientation of materials making up the sample. In
most SEM applications, data are collected over a selected area of the surface of the sample,
and a 2-dimensional image is generated that displays spatial variations in these properties
[33]. The surface morphology and microstructure of all samples in our experiment were
investigated using a Zeiss Ultra Plus 55 field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) operated at 2 kV in secondary electron detection mode. Samples were prepared by
placing the powder on the carbon stickers attached to an aluminium holder.
Energy-dispersive (EDS) were performed on scanning electron microscope (SEM) (JEOL
5800LV) equipped with energy dispersive operated at 20kV. EDS systems are typically
integrated into SEM instrument and include a sensitive x-ray detector, a liquid nitrogen dewar
for cooling, and software to collect and analyze energy spectra. (EDS) detector is used to
separate the characteristic x-rays of different elements into an energy spectrum and EDS
software is used to analyze the energy spectrum in order to determine the specific elements
present in the sample [34]. EDS can also be used to find the chemical composition of
materials down to a spot size of a few microns, and to create element composition. These
capabilities provide fundamental compositional information for a wide variety of materials.
These analyses were performed in order to know the qualitative and quantitative elemental
composition of the samples produced.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
TEM makes use of electron beam to illuminate specimen and thus creates an image [33]. In
TEM, the source of illumination is a beam of electrons of very short wavelength (high
energy), emitted from a tungsten filament at the top of a cylindrical column. The electrons
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with high accelerating voltage pass through the sample and are scattered in different degree,
loosing or prevailing initial energy. The elastically scattered electrons form an imaging
contrast. [35]. The spatial variation in this information (the "image") is then magnified by a
series of magnetic lenses until it is recorded by hitting a fluorescent screen, photographic
plate, or light sensitive sensor like CCD (charge-coupled device) camera. The image detected
by the CCD may be displayed in real time on a monitor or computer [33,35]. A transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) JEOL JEM-2100F microscope operated at 200 kV was used for
our experimental work. During sample preparation, graphene/composite powders were
prepared by dispersing them in ethanol using an ultrasonic bath. Several drops of the
dispersion were then placed onto a copper grid coated with holey carbon film.

3.2.3 Crystallinity and Qualitative Phase Analysis
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) is a rapid analytical technique basically used for phase
identification of crystalline materials [36]. It is based on constructive interference of
monochromatic X-rays and a crystalline sample. XRD consist of three basic elements namely
an X-ray tube, a sample holder, and an X-ray detector and they all lie on the circumference of
the circle, which is known as the focusing circle. The angle between the plane of the
specimen and the x-ray source is θ, the Bragg angle. The angle between the projection of the
x-ray source and the detector is 2θ. X-rays are generated in a cathode ray tube by heating a
filament to produce electrons, accelerating the electrons toward a target by applying a
voltage, and bombarding the target material with electrons [36,37]. As the sample and
detector are rotated, the intensity of the reflected X-rays is recorded. When the geometry of
the incident X-rays impinging the sample satisfies the Bragg equation (nλ=2d sin θ) where n
is an integer, λ is the wavelength of incident wave, d is the spacing between the planes in the
atomic lattice, and θ is the angle between the incident ray and the scattering planes, a
constructive interference occurs. A detector records and processes this X-ray signal and
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converts the signal to a count rate which is then output to a device such as a printer or
computer monitor [38]. In this work XRD patterns of all samples were collected on an
XPERT-PRO diffractometer (PANalytical BV, Netherlands) with theta/theta geometry,
operating a cobalt tube at 35 kV and 50 mA.

3.2.4 Gas Adsorption Analysis
Adsorption is the phenomenon marked by an increase in density of a fluid near the surface, of
a solid. Similar to surface tension, adsorption is a consequence of surface energy. Most atoms
that make up a solid are bound on all sides by other atoms in the bulk of the solid. The atoms
on the surface of the solid, however, are incompletely bound. Due to van der Waals forces of
interaction, these surface atoms are more reactive and they attract gas, vapor, and liquids to
satisfy the imbalance of atomic forces. Adsorption isotherms analysis provides information
about specific surface area, porosity, pore sizes and pore distributions of materials. To
determine the surface area, solid samples are pretreated by applying some combination of
heat, vacuum, and /or flowing gas to remove adsorbed contaminants acquired (typically water
and carbondioxide) from atmospheric exposure. The solid is then cooled, under vacuum,
usually to cryogenic temperature (77 k-195 oC). An adsorptive (typically nitrogen) is dosed to
the solid in controlled increments. After each dose of adsorptive, the pressure is allowed to
equilibrate and the quantity adsorbed is calculated. The quantity adsorbed at each pressure
(and temperature) defines an adsorption isotherm, from which the quantity of gas required to
form a monolayer over the external surface of the solid is determined. With the area covered
by each adsorbed gas molecule known, the surface area can be calculated [39,40]. The data
collected is displayed in the form of a BET isotherm, which plots the amount of gas adsorbed
as a function of the relative pressure. Surface area analysis was performed with liquid
nitrogen gas sorption at 77 K on a Micromeritics ASAP 2020. This was performed to know
the surface area of the CVD grown graphene and its composite materials.
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3.2.5 Electrochemical Analysis
Capacitive behavior of all samples were investigated using cyclic voltammetry (CV) and
galvanostatic charge discharge (CD) on an Autolab PGSTAT workstation 302 (ECOCHEMIE) driven by the general purpose electrochemical system (GPES) software in the
voltage range of 0 to 1 V. Electrochemical Impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was on performed
on the same workstation in the frequency range of 10 m Hz-100 kHz at different voltages.
Some electrochemical characterization was also performed on the SP-300 biologic PGSTAT.
The PGSTAT is an electronic instrument designed to control the potential difference applied
to an electrochemical cell between the working electrode (WE) where there is a current flow
and a reference electrode (RE) where there is no current. At a glance, a potentiostat measures
the potential difference between the working and the reference electrode, applies the current
through the counter electrode (CE) and measures the current as an iR voltage drop [41,42].
An electrochemical cell is used to generate voltage and current from chemical reactions or
induce chemical reactions by the input of electrochemical signals. The most commonly used
electrochemistry system is the three-electrode system consisted of WE, RE and CE. The
working electrode makes contact with the analyte, its surface is then place where the reaction
occurs. After the working electrode is applied with a certain potential, the transfer of
electrons between electrode and analyte takes place. The current observed at the electrode
will pass through the CE for balance [43]. The RE has a known reduction potential, while no
current passes through it. It only acts as a reference when measuring the WE potential. The
PGSTAT provide curves such as cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge discharge
(CD) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). CV is basically referred to as
techniques with the common characteristics that the potential of the working electrode is
controlled and the resulting current ﬂow is measured. One of the most general applications is
“linear-sweep voltammetry (LSV or LV)” where the potential is linearly scanned over time in
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either the negative or positive direction. “Cyclic voltammetry (CV)” is a set of LSV
experiments in which anodic and cathodic scans are repeated alternately [41]. The CV gives
us information on the possible thermodynamics of redox reactions of the system, including
the Faradaic insertion and extraction reaction, adsorption processes and the kinetics of
electron transfer reactions of the materials been investigated. In electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS), the system under investigation (typically in the equilibrium state) is
excited by a small amplitude ac sinusoidal signal of potential or current in a wide range of
frequencies and the response of the current or voltage is measured. Since the amplitude of the
excitation signal is small enough for the system to be in the quasi-equilibrium state, EIS
measurements can be used to effectively evaluate the system properties without signiﬁcantly
disturbing them. Frequency sweeping in a wide range from high-to low-frequency enables the
reaction steps with different rate constants, such as mass transport, charge transfer, and
chemical reaction.
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Chapter 4
Result and discussions
4.1 Interaction between graphene foam and silver metal particles
Introduction
Generally, metal nanostructures such as silver (Ag) have evolved as a different class of
materials with great technological applications at the nanoscale: because of their very high
surface to volume ratio which increases the surface energy compared to that of their bulk
counterpart [1]. The high surface-to-volume ratio combined with size effects gives them
unique chemical, electronic and optical properties. In many studies silver particles were
deposited on graphene sheet to study the morphology and chemical reactivity of the
composite. The investigation of the physicochemical properties of Ag particles grafted on
graphene has been of paramount importance because it exhibits electrochemical properties
suitable for sensing for example [2–4]. Depending on the synthesis method different shape of
Ag particles can be synthesised.
Herein, i report on the synergetic properties of the composite arising from the interaction
between graphene foam and Ag particles for electrochemical application. The GF was
synthesised using CVD while Ag particles were deposited using the physical electron beam
(e-beam) and characterized using different techniques. This section outlines the results
obtained.
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Result and discussions

Figure 4.1.1 Graphene foam (GF) sample on glass substrate
Figure 4.1.1 shows the GF after the nickel template was removed. The 3D GF network was
mainly characterized by Raman spectroscopy to ascertain its quality and defect density. The
Raman spectra of the sample obtained from different spots are shown in figure 4.1.2 below,
revealing two prominent features known as the G and 2D peaks, the intensity ratios of both
peaks suggested that the GF networks contain single, bilayer and few-layer. The so-called G
band appearing at (1578 cm-1) is due to the bond stretching of all pairs of sp2 atoms in both
rings and chains while the 2D peak is due to two phonons with opposite momentum in the
highest optical branch near the K point of the Brillouin zone and the D peak is due to intervalley scattering process of in-plane optical phonon modes around K which is active by
double resonance and is strongly dispersive with excitation energy [5–7]. The relative
intensity 2D/G ratio of 1.0 and FWHM of 38.8 cm-1 were attributed to few layer graphene.
The absence of the D-peak (disorder) at 1350 cm-1 showed that the graphene foam was of
good quality, with a low defect density.
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Figure 4.1.2 Raman spectra of the 3D GF network taken at different spots.
A clear evolution of the porous and 3D structure of the sample after the Ni template was
removed can be observed in the SEM shown in figure 4.1.3 (a).

Figure 4.1.3 SEM of (a) the 3D GF sample after the Ni template was removed and (b)
shows high magnification image of the GF revealing wrinkles and ripples.
The figure shows that the graphene mimics the shape of the template used for the CVD
growth and high magnification image in 4.1.3 (b) reveals that the 3D network consist of
ripples and wrinkles. This can provide support for metal particles and thus facilitate the use of
e-beam technique for deposition of particles in order to form silver particles graphene foam
(GF/Ag) composite for electrochemical application. We chose silver nanoparticles (as model
electro-active nanoparticles) due to the fact that they possess a very high surface area to
volume ratio, and have been shown to exhibit electrochemical properties that make them
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suitable for potential application in electrochemical devices such as sensors The e-beam
deposition was performed at high vacuum (10-7 mbar) at a rate of 0.5 Å/min using a standard
electron beam evaporator with an e-Vap CVS-10 (MDC) power supply. The basic principle
of operation of e-beam could be explained as follows using the figure 4.1.4 below.

Figure 4.1.4 The electron beam apparatus setup
The material that is to be deposited is the evaporation in water-cooled hearth meanwhile, the
material that is to be coated is shown as the substrate. The electron beam is produced by a hot
filament which is represented by the symbol of resistor. The process of the evaporation is
taken place in a high vacuum area to allow molecules to move freely in the chamber and
hence condense on all surfaces including the substrate. A detail description of the parameter
used is presented in the attached publication. Figure 4.1.5 (a) show the SEM image of the 3D
GF after deposition of Ag particles and 4.1.5 (b) reveals high magnification showing dense
and uniform coating of the entire surface area of the 3D GF with Ag particles.
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Figure 4.1.5 SEM of (a) the 3D GF coated with Ag particles and (b) high magnification of
Ag particles uniformly coated on the 3D GF revealing spherical agglomeration.
The electrical and electrochemical influence of the Ag particles grafted on the GF was
investigated. The electrical conductance measurements at room temperature for both GF and
GF/Ag were performed using a four-point probe equipped with a Keithley 2636B source
meter. Figure 4.1.6 (a) and 4.1.6 (b) show the current and voltage curves for both GF and
GF/Ag. Based on the slope of these curves, the conductance values were estimated to be ~7.6
x 10-2 S/m and ~15 x 10-2 S/m respectively. These values show that after the deposition of
silver nanoparticles, the conductance of the GF/Ag is twice that of GF.

Figure 4.1.6 Current-voltage curves for both (a) GF and (b) GF/Ag composite
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The electrochemical performance of the GF and GF/Ag composite as electrode were analyzed
using cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge–discharge (CD) and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measured in a 2 M KOH solution in the potential range from 0
to 0.5 V. The composite exhibits a slightly higher capacitance performance (110 F g-1) when
compared to the GF (~17 F g-1). This improved performance was attributed to the synergistic
effect between the graphene and the silver nanoparticles, which is probably due to the
enhanced electrical conductivity and the uniform loading of the silver nanoparticles onto the
surface of the 3D GF. The CV shows reduction and oxidation peaks which were attributed to
the one-electron process of the Ag composite, the anodic current at the peak potential of 0.4
V (oxidation of Ag2+ to Ag3+) and the cathodic current at the peak potential of 0.2 V
(reduction of Ag3+ back to Ag2+) [8]. A detailed analysis of the characterization,
electrochemical behaviour and comparison of both GF and GF/Ag composite is given in the
attached publication.
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Publication 1: Silver nanoparticles decorated on a three-dimensional graphene scaffold
for electrochemical applications
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Summary
In conclusion, we have successfully synthesised a composite of GF/Ag with the use of ebeam. The interaction between Ag metal and GF have been studied, the various analyses
show that GF was effectively coated with Ag nanoparticles. As a consequence we explored
the application of as-synthesised GF/Ag in ECs. It was found that the GF/Ag exhibited
improved electrochemical performance when compared with the pristine GF which could be
due to the improved electrical conductivity and synergistic effect provided by Ag
nanoparticles to the 3D GF. We believe that these results could further expand the
applications of e-beam for composite materials with improved properties.
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4.2 Adsorption between Nickel foam graphene (NF-G) and Nickel oxide (NiO)

Introduction
NiO is among the transition metal oxides that has attracted application in electrochemical
capacitors due to its theoretical high capacitance, low cost and availability [1–3]. NiO
exhibits intrinsically both the Faradaic charge transfer reaction (battery like) and nondiffusional charge reaction mechanism (capacitor like) as well as high bulk electronic
conductivity which is required and interesting for ECs application [4]. Previous reports have
shown that the properties of NiO are signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by its morphology and structure
[5]. Therefore, it becomes highly desirable to tune and control the geometry and morphology
of the NiO particles without compromising accessibility of the surface area and porosity.
Different techniques such as spray pyrolysis [6], microwave irradiation[7], pulsed laser
ablation [8,9], electrophoretic deposition [10], electrodeposition [11,12], chemical vapour
deposition [13], sol-gel technology [14] and chemical bath deposition (CBD) [15,16] have
been used to produce nickel oxide with different shapes and morphology.
Recently, extensive research aimed at developing graphene-based composites for
electrochemical applications, especially composites that consist of graphene and transitionmetal oxides such as NiO, because they can combine the merits of both components and may
offer excellent properties through the modification of each other [17]. Just to mention a few
NiO-graphene composites that had been reported; Xia et al. investigated a graphene
sheet/porous NiO hybrid film for supercapacitor applications which exhibits excellent
pseudocapacitive behavior with pseudocapacitance values of 400 and 324 F g-1 at 2 and 40 A
g-1 , respectively [18]. Three-dimensional ﬂower-like NiO supported on graphene sheets as
electrode material for supercapacitors was also reported by Ge at al. This composite was
found to exhibit a relatively high speciﬁc capacitance of 346 F g-1 at 1.5 A g-1, a good rate
performance and cycle stability in 2 M KOH [19]. Cao et al reported a 3D graphene
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composite network with NiO which exhibited a high specific capacitance of 816 F g-1 at a
scan rate of 5 mV s-1 [20]. The latter represent the bench mark of research on the 3D form of
graphene because they serve as an excellent platform for integration of metal oxide such as
NiO for electrode for electrochemical applications.
Herein, i have investigated 3D nickel foam graphene decorated with NiO nanostructure
synthesised via successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) The electrochemical
performance of the composite using a three-electrode configuration in 2 M KOH aqueous
solution was investigated.

Results and discussions
Figure 4.2.1 (a) shows typical SEM images of graphene grown on the nickel foam substrates
(NF-G) showing a 3D porous structure. The SEM images at a high magnification shown in
figure 4.2.1 (b) indicated that graphene surface contained wrinkles and ripples as discussed in
the previous section. The use of NF as substrate and 3D porous microstructure for CVD
growth offered the advantage of adsorption of NiO to the graphene surface. The deposition
mechanism, kinetics of deposition, structure and composition of the NiO formed by SILAR
has been well documented [22–24] and has also been explained in chapter 3.
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Figure 4.2.1

SEM of the graphene on nickel foam and (b) high magnification image of

graphene showing wrinkles and ripples.
Figure 4.2.2 (a) shows the SEM image of the NF-G after deposition of NiO by the SILAR
technique. The NiO particles totally cover the surface of the NF-G which indicates that NiO
particles were adsorbed on the graphene surface. The high magnification SEM image shown
in figure 4.2.2 (b) evidences that NiO particles were irregular in shape. The formation of NiO
was also confirmed by XRD as will be shown shortly and is in a good agreement with results
of previous reports [18,19].

Figure 4.2.2

SEM of the (a) NF-G coated with NiO and (b) high magnification image of

NiO showing irregular shaped nanostructure.
Electrochemical behaviour of the samples was investigated using CV, CD and EIS. Figure
4.2.3 shows CVs of NF-G/NiO composite synthesised with 30 and 60 SILAR cycles at
different scan rates. No obvious change in electrochemical performance between the two CVs
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was observed hence one decided to do most of the experiments with the 60 cycles to ensure
proper coating of the graphene surface with NiO. The CVs curves exhibit a pair of redox
peaks which are responsible for the pseudocapacitive behavior of the electrode materials. The
3D and porous structure of the composite electrodes was beneficial for easy access to
electrolyte, hence resulting in improved electrochemical performance. The kinetics of the
CVs show that the systems are diffusion controlled and hence a reversible process.

Figure 4.2.3
cycles

CV of (a) NF-G/NiO 30 SILAR cycles and (b) CV of NF-G/NiO 60 SILAR

Detailed summary and electrochemical results obtained for the composite material of NFG/NiO are given in the attached publication.
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Publication 2: Chemical adsorption of NiO nanostructures on nickel foam-graphene for
supercapacitor applications
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Summary
SILAR method has been successfully used to synthesise NiO nanostructure on NF-G
network. Composite was successfully characterized and was tested as electrode for
electrochemical capacitor and was found to exhibit a high specific capacitance. The cause of
the good electrochemical performance has been explained as due to the direct synthesis of
graphene on the nickel foam via CVD which provide a 3D conducting network platform
suitable for adsorption of NiO nanostructures.
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4.3 Aqueous chemical growth technique (ACG) of simonkolleite
microplatelets on nickel foam-graphene
Introduction
The ACG technique was used to synthesise Simonkolleite (Zn5(OH)8Cl2·H2O) on a nickel
foam graphene (NF-G). This technique was employed because of its versatility for the design
and the production of nanostructured oxide materials with novel morphology and orientation
which have enhanced physiochemical properties [1,2]. Simonkolleite is a rhombohedral
R 3 m space group, containing two crystallographically distinct zinc sites, both of which are

fully occupied by zinc. The Zn (1) site is coordinated by six hydroxyl (OH) groups in an
octahedral geometry [Zn(OH)6] while the Zn (2) site is coordinated by three OH groups, and
one Chlorine (Cl) atom in a tetrahedral geometry [Zn(OH)3Cl]. The [Zn(OH)6] octahedra
forms an edge-sharing dioctahedral sheet similar to that observed in dioctahedral micas [3].
On each site of the vacant octahedron, a [Zn(OH)3Cl] tetrahedron is attached to three anions
of the sheet and points away from the sheet. The sheets are held together by hydrogen
bonding from OH groups of one sheet to Cl anions of adjacent sheets, and to interstitial H2O
groups [3–5]. The oxygen vacancies on the surface of simonkolleite are electrically and
chemically active and thus may find application in electrochemical capacitors [6].
In this section, we will present an unprecedented Simonkolleite (Zn5(OH)8Cl2·H2O) on a
nickel foam graphene (NF-G), which possesses the advantages of uniform and homogenous
hexagonal Simonkolleite distribution on NF-G. The NF-G possesses a large surface area
which acts as nucleation site for growth of Simonkolleite leading to highly conductive freestanding NF-G/ Simonkolleite composite by the ACG method.
Electrochemical performance of the composite was found to be superior to that of the pristine
NF-G samples. Detailed information regarding the study of this composite material of NFG/Simonkolleite is given in the attached publication. This publication outlines the growth
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procedure, structural and morphological characterization and the electrochemical results that
were obtained and also includes conclusions drawn from this work.
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Results and discussions: Publication 3 Hydrothermal synthesis of simonkolleite
microplatelets on nickel foam-graphene for electrochemical supercapacitors
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Summary
Very stable composite samples of NF-G and simonkolleite have been successfully
synthesised using the aqueous chemical growth technique (ACG). This technique has the
ability to produces different shapes of nanostructured materials depending on the
concentration of the precursor materials used. We have demonstrated a novel 3D NFG/simonkolleite composite which combines the properties offered by the graphene and
simonkolleite and thus establish a synergistic effect for the composite material. Moreover, the
electrochemical properties were higher than that of NF-G suggesting that such composite
material could be promising electrode material in various electrochemical applications
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4.4 Microwave synthesis of manganese oxide (MnO2) nanostructure on
nickel foam-graphene as electrode for electrochemical capacitors
Introduction
As discussed earlier in chapter 2, the search for graphene composite material that are
efficient, low-cost, and effectively stable for electrochemical application are of paramount
importance. Transition metal oxides (TMO) are regarded as the next generation electrode
materials and have been well investigated for such purposes [1,2]. In this section and the
next, we focus on one of the TMO, manganese oxide (MnO2), a good candidate for
incorporation into three dimensional graphene forming composite materials. As discussed
earlier, MnO2 mainly exhibits pseudocapacitance effect and has been extensively studied as
an electrode material for electrochemical capacitors (ECs) application due to relatively low
cost, low toxicity, environmental safety, and theoretical high capacitance [3–5]. The detailed
mechanism of the proposed charging process has been explained in chapter 2. It has also been
identified that the phase and crystallographic structure of MnO2 strongly affects the
electrochemical performance and depending on the growth technique or preparation method
used, several phases such as α-, β-, ε-, and δ-MnO2 can be achieved [6–8]. MnO2 can be
added to conductive materials such as graphene or carbon nanotubes (CNTs) leading to
production of porous conductive composite with improved electrochemical behaviour.
Several composites based on MnO2 and graphene and its 3D counterpart have been reported
as electrode for ECs application. For example, Cheng et al., reported electrode based on
graphene and nanostructured MnO2 composite via electrodeposition and exhibited speciﬁc
capacitance of 245 F g-1 at a charging current of 1 mA and high-performance asymmetric
supercapacitor based on graphene and MnO2 nanostructured produced by electrodeposition
was also investigated by Gao et al. [9,10]. Facile synthesis approach was also used to produce
composite of graphene-MnO2 nanospheres by Zhu et al.and He et al, in which the composite
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electrode material displayed an excellent capacitance of 210 F g-1 at a current density 0.5 A g1

with 82.4 % retention of its initial capacitance over 1000 repeating cyclic voltammetry

cycles [11]. Solution-processed method was also investigated by Yu et al. for a composite of
graphene/MnO2 which exhibited a maximum power density of 110 kW kg-1, an energy
density of 12.5 W h kg-1 and excellent cycling performance of ∼ 95 % capacitance retention

over 5000 cycles. Solution-processed technique has been shown to cost effective and oﬀers
great promise in large-scale energy storage device applications [12].
Recently, 3D counterparts composite were also investigated. 3D macroporous graphene
frameworks with MnO2 as electrode for supercapacitors was reported and the device showed
a high speciﬁc capacitance of 389 F g-1 at 1 A g-1 with 97.7 % capacitance retention at a high
current density of 35 A g-1 [13]. Dong et al. synthesised a composite of MnO2-graphene foam
with controlled MnO2 particle shape and tested as electrode for supercapacitor which
demonstrated an excellent electrochemical performance with a speciﬁc capacitance 560 F g-1
at the current density of 0.2 A g-1 [14]. Zhao et al. investigated composite based on
MnO2/graphene/nickel foam. The maximum specific capacitance of the electrode was 476 F
g-1 at current density of 1 A g-1 in 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution [15]. However, it’s worth
mentioning that most of these reports make use of electrodeposition MnO2.
In this section, I focus on the deposition of MnO2 on nickel foam-graphene (NF-G) using the
microwave (MW) irradiation technology. A detailed description of MW mechanism can be
found in chapter 3. This technique was used because it has the ability to reduce reaction times
and increase yield of materials compared to other conventional available techniques such as
the electrodeposition [16,17]. A discussion of all the results obtained is given in the attached
publication.
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Results and discussions: Publication 4 Microwave assisted synthesis of MnO2 on
nickel foam-graphene for electrochemical capacitor
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Summary
Flower-like manganese oxide (MnO2) nanostructures have been grown directly on NF-G by
hydrothermal microwave irradiation (MW). The decomposition of permanganate (MnO4-) to
form MnO2 and the formation mechanism of the flower-like structure have all been
examined. This composite combines both the Faradaic (Graphene) and non-Faradaic
(manganese oxide) properties offered by the individual materials and thus demonstrated a
reasonable electrochemical performance with a specific capacitance of 305 F g-1 at a current
density of 1 A g-1 and excellent stability with about 80 % Coulombic efficiency after 1000
charge/discharge cycles. These result shows that MW technology could be an efficient
method for synthesis of composite material for improved electrochemical applications.
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4.5 Symmetric electrochemical capacitor based on graphene foam (GF) and
manganese oxide (MnO2)
Introduction
In this section I employed a chemical means (reflux technique) to produce a composite of
GF/MnO2. This technique involves the condensation of vapor and the return of this
condensate to the system from which it originated. This has aroused considerable interest for
the production of nanostructured oxide materials for electrochemical and catalytic
applications [1–4]. This method has the advantages of low-temperature processing and has
similar growth mechanism as the microwave technology already discussed in section 4.4. In
reﬂux method, the formation of MnO2 films is the result of primary crystallization process
[5]. Under conventional heating and stirring conditions, the particles undergo coalescence
followed by Ostwald ripening to larger uniform crystals, which self-assemble randomly to
transform into rod like structures [6–8].
The incorporation of MnO2 into the three dimensional (3D) porous structure of GF is
expected to prevent agglomeration of graphene sheets and also improve electrolyte-electrode
accessibility. Symmetric supercapacitors were fabricated from the composite material and
tested in a two-electrode configuration because it is a more realistic approach suitable for
evaluating the performance of electrochemical test cells, as it imitates the physical properties
such as internal voltages and charge transfer processes that occur in real life applications and
thus provide the best indication of an electrode material’s performance [9]. Detailed
descriptions of the production of GF and formation mechanism of MnO2 have been discussed
in sections 4.1 and 4.4. A detailed publication discussing the results obtained is attached
below.
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Results and discussions: Publication 5, High-performance symmetric electrochemical
capacitor based on graphene foam and nanostructured manganese oxide
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Summary
A low-cost and scalable approach has been used for the production of uniformly distributed
MnO2 on GF to form a composite of GF/MnO2 composite. Supercapacitor electrodes based
on this composite material have been successfully fabricated and demonstrated excellent
electrochemical performance in both two and three electrode configuration. At a current
density of 0.2 A g-1 the composite exhibited a specific capacitance of 478 F g-1 in a three
electrode configuration and a specific capacitance of 240 F g-1, power and energy density of
26 kW Kg-1 and 34 W h Kg-1 respectively in a two electrode cell configuration. These results
contribute to an important advancement in the ﬁeld of energy storage technology
(supercapacitors) and demonstrate that electrodes based on the three dimensional form of
graphene has a great potential for practical applications.
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4.6 Non-covalent functionalization of graphene foam with pyrene
carboxylic acid (PCA) as electrode for electrochemical storage
This section discusses the effect of functional groups on the graphene foam (GF) by a noncovalent approach. Functionalization of graphene with pseudocapacitive or chemical moieties
have been described as a method to prevent the graphene from restacking or forming
agglomeration during electrode preparation and hence improve its electrochemical
performance [1,2]. Non-covalent functionalization is particularly attractive because of the
possibility of adsorbing various functional groups onto the graphene surface through the
weak van der Waals (vdW) interaction or the common non-destructive π-π interaction
mechanism thereby preserving superior physical and electronic properties of graphene [3].
The GF in this work was treated with pyrene carboxylic acid (PCA) which acts as a source of
oxygen and/ or hydroxyl groups attached to the surface of the GF for improved
electrochemical performance. A specific capacitance of 133 F g-1, power density ∼145 kW

kg-1, and energy density ∼4.7 W h kg-1 was achieved based on the functionalized foam in 6

M KOH aqueous electrolyte. The results suggest that non-covalent functionalization might be
an effective approach to overcome the restacking problem associated with graphene
electrodes. Detailed procedure of the functionalization and fabrication of electrode will be
discussed in the attached paper which was just accepted for publication in the journal of solid
state electrochemistry.
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Results and discussions: Publication6 Functionalized graphene foam as electrode
for improved electrochemical storage

Introduction
Over the past few years, the interesting and fascinating properties of graphene has attracted a
lot of research activities from various fields for both applied and fundamental studies [4].
This material is a two-dimensional (2D) allotrope of carbon comprises a monoatomic sheet of
sp2 hybridized carbon atoms tightly bound in a honeycomb lattice that exhibits unique
electronic structure, high specific surface area (2630 m2 g-1), high electrical conductivity,
chemical stability and structural flexibility [5–7]. These has led to explore of graphene and
graphene based functional materials for a wide range of possible applications such as
electronics, sensors, composite materials, photocatalysis, energy storage and conversion [8–
13]. Supercapacitors are energy storage systems that have attracted interest because of its
unique mechanism of storing energy [14]. They are power devices with versatile range of
applications such as portable electronic devices, hybrid electric device and high-pulse power
backup [15]. Due to the long cycle life and rapid charge-discharge supercapacitors could be
used as hybrid systems in batteries and fuel cells [16]. However, such excellent devices
require electrode materials with high specific surface area, excellent electrical conductivity
and porosity. Carbonaceous material such as activated carbon [17,18], CNTs [19] and more
recently graphene [20] are considered as energy storage material because of their
conductivity and high surface to volume ratio. Therefore several research activities have been
focused on modification of these materials for improved energy storage by increasing the
contact area at the electrode-electrolyte interface.
Mechanical exfoliation of graphite is known to produce graphene flakes with exceptional
electronic properties. However, this method of graphene production is suitable for
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fundamental studies and is unsuitable for large scale production and practical applications
[7]. To date, a great number of works have reported large scale production of graphene based
on chemical modification of Hummer’s method [21,22]. This technique involves the
oxidation of graphite to graphene oxide using strong acids and oxidizing agent, and
subsequently using strong reducing agent such as hydrazine (N2H4) and sodium borohydride
(NaBH4) for reduction of the graphene oxide to graphene. The graphene sheets obtained from
this method are usually defective due to the oxidation or reduction steps, and hence
restacking or irreversible aggregation of the sheets often lead to decrease in the electrical
conductivity during the reduction process and hence exhibit low electrochemical performance
[2,23]. The graphene sheets tend to aggregate forming graphite insolubility in most common
solvent due to strong van der Waals interactions [24]. To overcome this problem, fillers,
spacers or pseudocapacitive materials are considered which prevent restacking of the
graphene sheet thereby improving the performance of the capacitors. Alternatively,
functionalization of the graphene sheets with carbonyl or hydroxyl groups could also reduce
the degree of aggregation of the sheets as well as creating pathway s for ion transportation
[1]. A variety of surface functionalization of graphene have been reported, some of which
include; functionalization with aromatic molecules [25], amidiation [26], polymers and
esterification of carboxylic groups in poly(vinyl alcohol) PVA [27,28], salinization with
hydroxyl groups [29] and composite reinforcement [30]. However, most of these
functionalization techniques distort the sp2 structure of graphene and which tend to convert
into sp3, leading to decrease in charge mobility and inferior electronic properties [31]. To
overcome this problem, non-covalent functionalization has been employed because of its
ability to manipulate the electronic and chemical properties without disrupting the sp2 hybrid
structure of graphene. Non-covalent functionalization is particularly attractive because of the
possibility of adsorbing various functional groups onto the graphene surface through the
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weak van der Waals (vdW) interaction or the common non-destructive π-π interaction
mechanism thereby preserving superior physical and electronic properties of graphene [3].
To date, a number of techniques for non-covalent functionalization of graphene for desirable
applications have been investigated. For example, non-covalent molecular functionalization
has been used to dope single layer graphene and to induce band-gap in bilayer graphene
[32,33],

for

surface

transfer

doping

of

diamond

(100)

with

tetrafluorotetracyanoquinodimethane [34], for reduction of sheet resistance in organic
photovoltaic cells (OPVs) [35], to improve the selectivity and sensitivity of molecular
biosensors [36,37] and for electrochemical storage applications [38,39]. Therefore, a step
towards developing high performance electrode material for electrochemical capacitors based
on functionalized graphene sheet is highly desirable. The high loading capacity of these
functional groups onto the graphene sheet is essential for their application and development.
In this work we report on the growth of highly crystalline three dimensional graphene foam
using nickel foam as a template via chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and modification of
the sheets by employing non-covalent functionalization technique [40]. The successful
functionalization has been achieved by a simple non-covalent functionalization with 1pyrenecarboxylic acid (PCA) in N, N dimethyformamide (DMF). Due to the amphilic nature
of PCA with high solubility in DMF, an effective complex is formed which leads to
attachment of PCA molecules on the surface of the graphene. The as-functionalized material
was used for fabrication of electrode for supercapacitor device. The device demonstrated
good electrochemical performance including excellent cycle stability in a two electrode
symmetric configuration.
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Experimental
Synthesis of graphene foam (GF).
Graphene foam (GF) was synthesised by CVD onto a catalytic nickel foam (Munich
Germany). The detailed procedure is described in our previous report [41]. To provide
mechanical support for the GF during etching of the nickel, polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) was drop coated on the sample and baked at 180 oC for 30 minutes. The samples
were then placed in 3 M HCl solution at 80 oC, left overnight to ensure complete removal of
the nickel. The resulting GF sample was placed in acetone at 50 oC for 30 minutes to remove
the PMMA. The samples were then rinsed with deionised water and dried.
Thermal Treatment (Oxidation) of Graphene Foam in Air.
The GF was transferred into a crucible boat and placed inside an open air furnace and heated
at 550 °C for 1 h for oxidation of the sample.
Functionalization of graphene foam.
The oxidised GF was functionalized via a non-covalent method using 1-pyerene carboxylic
acid (PCA) and dimethylformamide (DMF). 0.5 g of PCA was dissolved in 50 ml of DMF
solution. 20 mg of oxidised GF was then added to the mixture, ultrasonicated at 90 °C for 12
hours to obtain a homogeneous dispersed mixture. The functionalized graphene was
separated by centrifugation at 5000 rpm and the supernatant solution was collected in a vial.
The solid powder was washed with DMF several times and dried at 60 °C in an electric oven.
Both, solution and solid powder will be analyzed in this work.
Characterization and measurements.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the samples were collected using an XPERT-PRO
diffractometer (PANalytical BV, Netherlands) with theta/2θ geometry, operating with a
cobalt tube at 35 kV and 50 mA. The concentration of the materials was determined by UVvis spectra measurements using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 40 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer.
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All measurements were performed in air in the 250-500 nm range with a resolution of 1 nm.
Raman spectra were recorded using a WiTec-alpha 300R+ confocal Raman spectrometer
(WiTec GmbH). The excitation source was the 532-nm laser line focused through a
numerical aperture of 0.9 and 100x magnification. The surface morphology of the sample
was investigated using the high resolution Zeiss Ultra plus 55 field emission scanning
electron microscope (FESEM) operated at 2.0 kV. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images were obtained with a JEOL JEM-2100F microscope operated at 200 kV. XPS
measurements were obtained using a VersaProbe 5000 with an Al Kα x-ray source.
The electrochemical measurements were carried out in a conventional two electrode
configuration. The working electrodes were prepared by mixing 85 wt. % of GF with 10 wt.
% carbon black and 5 wt. % polyvinylidene difluoride (PVdF) binder in an agate mortar. The
mixture was then dissolved in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) to form a paste. The
homogenous paste was coated onto a Ni foam current collector and dried at 60 oC in an oven
for 8 hours to ensure complete evaporation of the NMP. The total mass of the active material
in the working electrodes was ~ 4 mg, and the two electrodes with identical mass were
selected for measurement. The coin cell was made by sandwiching both electrodes
sandwiched between a Whatman filter paper separator. The cell was evaluated in a 6 M KOH
aqueous electrolyte solution using cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge-discharge
(GV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) using a Bio-logic SP-300 PGSTAT.
The EIS plot was evaluated in the frequency region of 100 kHz to 10 mHz.
Results and discussion
XRD pattern and EDX of the GF is shown in figure 1: figure 1 (a) show diffraction peaks at
2θ=31° and 64.5°, corresponds to the (002) and (004) reflections of hexagonal graphite,
respectively. No diffraction peaks corresponding to nickel is evidenced revealing that nickel
has been completely removed from the graphene foam during the etching process. EDX
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elemental analysis was also used to confirm the removal of nickel as shown in figure 1 (b)
evidencing only the presence of carbon in the sample.

Figure 1 XRD and EDX pattern of GF after etching process.
The formation of functionalized GF is conﬁrmed by UV-vis absorption spectroscopy PCA is
a polyaromatic hydrocarbon that contains a polar carboxylic acid group and a nonpolar
pyrene group. The polar group makes it soluble in most common solvent such as DMF and
methanol which also have polar groups attached to them. The pyrene group consists of a πconjugated network structure surrounded by clouds of delocalized π electrons. The pyrene
group has a mixed hexagonal and aromatic structure thereby forming a π-π aromatic
interaction. The resulting PCA-GF complex is soluble in DMF due to the presence of the
polar group attached to the surface of the GF. Figure 2 shows the UV-vis absorption of the
functionalized samples before and after washing them with DMF. The changing of color of
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the solution color before and after reaction (shown in the inset to figure 2) also proves the
addition of PCA molecules to the GF. The aqueous solution remains very stable with very
little precipitates observed after one week of storage. Such excellent dispersibility of GF
makes it very favourable for further applications. From this figure, very weak absorbance
peaks are observed for unwashed functionalized GF. This weak absorbance is due to the
presence of GF and excess unreacted PCA that renders the solution opaque [39]. This
unreacted PCA was removed by washing and centrifuging the solution several times. After
washing, absorption peaks for PCA became clearly distinguishable evidencing PCA
molecules functionalized on the GF.

Figure 2 UV-vis of functionalized GF before and after washing with DMF.
Figure 3 shows the Raman spectrum of few layer graphene flakes forming the GF. The
spectrum consists of two major peaks at (1579.9 cm-1) and (2705.7 cm-1). These peaks
correspond to the G and 2D modes of graphene. The G peak is due to the in-plane vibrations
of the sp2 carbon atoms in the lattice while the 2D band originate from a second-order
process, involving two in-plane transverse optical (iTO) phonons near the K point for the 2D
band or one iTO phonon and one defect in the case of the D-band. The symmetric shape and
higher intensity of the 2D peak compared to the G-peak indicates few layers graphene. The
absence of the D-peak related to the presence of disorder at 1350 cm-1, shows that the GF is
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of high crystallinity [42]. The absence of the disorder peak after functionalization also
indicates that the sample preserved its sp2 hybridization. The inset to figure 3 evidences a redshift of G-peak (1589.7 cm-1) after functionalization. The G band shift and reduction of the
2D are result of charge transfer between the graphene and PCA molecules [43,44], thus
indicating surface functionalization of GF surface with PCA molecules via non-covalent
method.

Figure 3 Raman spectra of as grown GF and functionalized GF (f-GF).
To further confirm the modification of the GF by PCA X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) (XPS) was performed to know the content of oxygen and also to estimate the degree of
functionalization. As shown in figure 4 the C1s spectrum of f-GF can be fitted into four peaks
at 284.5, 285.1, 286.7, and 289.1 eV corresponding to carbon atoms in four functional
groups: non-oxygenated carbon (C–C or C=C, 284.5 eV), carbon in C–O bonds (285.1 eV),
carbonyl carbon (C=O, 286.7 eV) and carboxylate carbon (O–C=O, 289.1 eV) validating
presence and significant amount of functional groups in the sample [45,46].
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Figure 4 C1s XPS profile of f-GF.
The structure of both GF and f-GF was characterized by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). As shown in figure 5 (a), the graphene
takes the Ni foam template which is three dimensional (3D) in shape. The 3D graphene
structure provides abundant surface and binding sites for adsorption of hydroxyl groups. In
other words this network structure of the GF provides an excellent platform for
accommodating and integrating functional groups for applications due to the large inherent
surface area of the GF. Inset to this figure shows high magnification image of the sheets
which reveals high crystallinity. It also reveals the presence of wrinkles and ripples on the
graphene sheets which is due to the different thermal expansion coefficients of Ni and
graphene during the CVD synthesis [47]. Figure 5 (b) shows the image of the functionalized
GF. It can be observed that the 3D structure was distorted during functionalization process
(sonification) and the extremely small thickness of the resulting f-GF sheets lead to a
wrinkling topology [30]. Inset also shows that the sheets still maintain their crystallinity after
functionalization. A TEM image of f-GF is shown in figure 5 (c) which shows the presence
of few layers as confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. The inset shows the selected area
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electron diffraction (SAED) pattern that displays bright hexagonal rings corresponding to the
(100) reflection from the graphene plane, suggesting the sp2 hybrid structure and electronic
properties of the GF were preserved after functionalization. This is very important for
preparation of electrode material based on the functionalized graphene foam.

(a)

(b)

(c)

1µm

1µm

100µm

100µm

200nm

Figure 5 SEM images of (a) GF, (b) f-GF (c) TEM image of f-GF.
The electrochemical behavior of GF and f-GF was characterized by cyclic voltammetry (CV),
galvanostatic charge-discharge (CD) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
Figure 6 (a) compares CV curves for both GF and f-GF devices at a scan rate of 100 mV s-1.
Both CV curves exhibit rectangular shape which demonstrates pure Electrical double-layer
capacitors (EDLC) behaviour. Inset show the CV of the GF however, the f-GF device
exhibits a superior current response when compared to GF device. This could be attributed to
the presence of oxygen containing functionalities contributing to the EDLC of the GF.
Cyclic performance and high life-cycle stability of an electrode material are very important
parameters for evaluating a supercapacitor device for practical applications. Galvanostatic
charge-discharge (CD) measurements were performed on the device at different current
densities in the potential range of 0 and 1 V and are shown in figure 6 (b). It is observed that
the CD curves were linear and symmetrical which are characteristic of ideal capacitor
behaviour. The voltage (IR) drop observed (from charge discharge curve) was also very
negligible, which indicates low internal resistance for the supercapacitor device. The cell
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capacitance C in F was then calculated from the galvanostatic charge-discharge curves
according to equation 1.

Ccell =

i∆t
∆v

(1)

where i is the constant current for charge-discharge, ∆t is the discharge time and ∆v is the
discharge voltage.
The specific capacitance ( C sp in F g-1) was then calculated according to the following
equation 2.

C sp =

4Ccell
m

(2)

where m is the mass of active material in a single electrode in the cell.
The capacitance of the cell was calculated using equation (1) while the maximum speciﬁc
capacitance of the electrode material obtained using equations (2) was 133 F g-1 at a current
density of 0.25 A g-1. In comparison with device made from the GF, the specific capacitance
and energy density were higher compared to that shown in our previous work [48].
The energy storage (E) per unit mass of the f-GF electrode and the maximum energy density
of the coin cell was calculated using the equation (3) for C corresponding to Csp and Ccell
respectively. The values were found to be 18.5 W h kg-1 and 4.7 W h kg-1, while the
maximum power density (Pmax) for the f-GF device was calculated using equations (4) below
and was found to be 145.3 kW kg-1.

1 CV 2
,
E=
2 M

(3)
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Pmax =

V2
4 MRs

(4)

Where V is voltage applied, Rs is the equivalent series resistance (ESR) obtained from the
intercept of the real axis from the Nyquist and M is the total mass of active electrode material
in the cell.

Figure 6 (a) CVs of GF and f-GF at scan rate of 100 mV s-1 (b) galvanostatic chargedischarge curves at three different current densities of f-GF (c) the capacity retention of the
composite at a current density of 0.5 A g-1, inset shows the continuous charge-discharge
curve. (d) Nyquist plot for the GF and f-GF.
The long-term cycling stability of supercapacitor is also a significant parameter for their
practical application. Figure 6 (c) shows the variation of capacitance retention of f-GF with
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cycle number for a potential between 0 and 1 V. It is obvious that f-GF based device displays
excellent cycling stability over the entire cycle numbers and retains 91 % of the initial
capacitance. This result indicates that f-GF based supercapacitor have good cycling stability
and high reversibility in the repetitive charge-discharge process.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (Nyquist plot) is a powerful tool for analysis of the
electrochemical characteristics of electrode/electrolyte interfacial processes and evaluation of
rate constants. Fig. 6 (d) shows of EIS GF and the f-GF electrode. It is a representation of the
real and imaginary parts of the impedance of the device. The plot is divided into two regions;
a partial semicircle in the high-frequency region, which is characteristic of the charge transfer
process taking place at the electrode\electrolyte interface and a straight line in the lowfrequency region, which represents the electron-transfer diffusion process [49]. The solution
resistance refers to the resistance from the electrolyte, and the charge-transfer resistance
corresponds to the total resistance at the electrode\electrolyte interface. The intercept at the
high frequency region on the x-axis corresponds to the internal resistance of the electrolyte
electrode and is also referred to as the equivalent series resistance (ESR) including the
resistance of aqueous electrolyte, the intrinsic resistance of the f-GF material and the contact
resistance at the electrode interface. From the figure, the ESR value for the electrodes of the
f-GF was found to be 0.43 Ω. which is smaller than that of GF 0.9 Ω. This value
demonstrates that there is efficient exchange of ions at the electrode/electrolyte interface.

Summary
In summary, based on the results obtained it shows that PCA can be used successfully to
functionalize GF without disrupting its sp2 hybrid structure via non covalent functionalization
approach. This technique not only ensures efficient usage of the surface area offered by the
foam but also reduces the agglomeration of the sheets due to the presence of oxygen
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containing groups, and hydroxyls from the PCA molecules which lead to improve
capacitance of the GF. The results clearly show that electrochemical performance of GF can
be improved via functionalization with electro active materials.
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Chapter 5
General Conclusions
Synthesis of various three dimensional (3D) composite of graphene with metal or metal oxide
of high quality and purity has been successfully achieved using different techniques.
Electrochemical characterizations were performed on these materials as possible electrodes
for electrochemical capacitors and the electron kinetics have also being studies. Hybridization
of this 3D graphene with different metal or metal oxide as well as non-covalent
functionalization with PCA have all shown enhanced electrochemical properties of the final
hybrid or functionalized electrode. These conclusions are given in the results and discussions
where it has been demonstrated that the unique three dimensional structure of the graphene
provides the surface area for the integration of various electro active species resulting in
improved electrochemical performance of the composite materials.
In general, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth of graphene samples have revealed a
unique and 3D network structure which has been explained as due to the inherent properties
of the starting material (nickel foam). The morphology of the graphene foam reveals wrinkles
and ripples which are possibly due to the difference in thermal coefficient expansion between
the nickel foam and carbon during the CVD growth. The unique structure offers a suitable
surface area for integration of electro active material as already explained.
In section 4.1 silver particles were deposited on the graphene foam by electron-beam which
slightly introduces defect into the samples. The resulting composite showed increase in
conductivity which enhances the entire performance of the composite as electrode material
for electrochemical capacitor. The enhanced electrochemical performance could be due to the
improved electrical conductivity and synergistic effect provided by Ag particles to the 3D
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GF. The electron kinetics and diffusion properties shows that the composite electrodes
exhibit a reversible process
Section 4.2 presents NiO deposited on the 3D graphene by successive ionic layer adsorption and
reaction (SILAR). The composite also exhibited excellent electrochemical performance with a

specific capacitance of 783 F g-1 at a scan rate of 2 mV s-1. The enhanced electrochemical
performance has been explained as due to the direct synthesis of graphene on the nickel foam
by CVD which provide a 3D conducting network platform suitable for adsorption of NiO
nanostructures.
Section 4.3 presents preparation of novel composite of simonkolleite and the 3D graphene
using aqueous chemical growth (ACG). The composite also showed good electrochemical
result and suggesting that simonkolleite might be excellent electrochemical active specie for
improved electrochemical performance.
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 demonstrate the incorporation of MnO2 into the 3D structure of via
reflux and microwave technique the resulting composite electrode presented enhanced
performance. The microwaved samples exhibited a specific capacitance of 305 F g-1 at a
current density of 1 A g-1 in a three electrode cell configuration while the composite from the
reflux system exhibits a speciﬁc capacitance of 240 F g-1 at a current density of 0.1 A g-1 and
exhibited energy and power densities of 34 W h kg-1 and 20 kW kg-1 with 100 % retention of
its initial capacitance after 1000 cycles in a two electrode cell configuration and 478 F g-1 at a
current density of 0.2 A g-1 in a three electrode configuration.
Section 4.6 presents the effect of surface functionalization on the 3D graphene using noncovalent functionalization approach. This technique not only ensures efficient usage of the
surface area offered by the foam but also reduces the agglomeration of the sheets due to the
presence of oxygen containing groups, and hydroxyls from the PCA molecules which lead to
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improve capacitance of the GF. The results clearly show that electrochemical performance of
GF can be improved via functionalization with electro active materials.
All these results have clearly demonstrated the great potential of 3D graphene based
composite materials as novel electrode for energy storage application such as electrochemical
capacitors.
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Chapter 6
Future work
Material morphology is very important for improved electrochemical performance because it
is related to the speciﬁc surface area (SSA) and the diﬀusion of ions in the electrode thus;
three-dimensional network materials have been shown to be very promising for
electrochemical capacitors as demonstrated by most of the results obtained due to its larger
SSA. This unique structure of graphene allows for preparation several composites.
Combining diﬀerent materials to form composites is advantageous because the individual
materials in the composites have a synergistic eﬀect through particle size minimization,
prevents agglomeration in the composite material and enhances speciﬁc surface area (SSA)
for better electrochemical performance. Materials with large SSA such as layered double
hydroxide and conducting polymers still need to be studied to get more information and
insight on the effects of these materials on the 3D graphene foam. Also, one-step synthesis of
these composite materials without the addition of conductive additives would be beneficial
for electrode performance. Fully understand and optimize the growth parameters of the
composite materials for optimum electrochemical performance. Study the nature of bonding
and coupling effects between the 3D graphene foam and these materials and finally fabricate
symmetric and asymmetric devices that can operate in the high voltage regions using
different liquids such as organic or ionic liquid.
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